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This dissertation is a study of the use of discretion
in the bail system and also a study of the oppressive as
pects of the bail system in the United States in general
and Fulton County, Georgia in particular. Throughout the
criminal justice system the fate of a greater number of
lives is determined by the discretion of judicial authorities,
These judicial authorities determine whether or not defen
dants will be incarcerated and if so, for how long. Often
these judicial authorities are neither aware of nor sensi
tive to problems and frustrations of the defendants. Hence
the discretion of judicial authorities might be detrimental
to the defendant. Because of discretion in the bail-
bonding system, men and women in American are held in jails
and experience prison life for extended periods of time
before their trials because they are not able to acquire
ii
bail. Often these people are found innocent of any wrong
doing.
The problems this study focuses upon are to determine
if through the use of discretion bail is used as a tool of
social control for political activists, whether or not bail
for Black people is higher than that of white people com
mitting the same and whether or not bail for males is
higher than that of females committing the same crime. Also
this study focuses upon whether or not bail is higher during
periods of political and/or social disorder as compared to
relatively stable periods in our society. This study was
based upon primary data compiled from the files of the
Fulton County Jail and the Atlanta Historical Society
archives. Additionally, data were generated from the em
ployment of three major research techniques. The techni
ques were interviewing, administering questionnaires and a
survey of the literature. While conducting interviews,
open ended questions were used in order to obtain meaning
ful responses from those persons being interviewed. The
persons interviewed were judges, lawyers and bondsmen in
Fulton County, Georgia.
The files of the Fulton County Jail and the Atlanta
Historical Society archives were surveyed to get an accurate
account of bail given to defendants for certain crimes with
data stratified as to race, age, occupation and sex of the
defendants. The crimes surveyed were first offender cases
of theft by taking, murder, rape, prostitution, and burglary.
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The Random Start Regular Interval method of collecting data
was employed.
In reviewing the literature, the libraries of Atlanta
University, Atlanta Historical Society, Emory University,
Georgia State University, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Kennesaw College, the Atlanta Public Library, and my per
sonal library were most helpful.
This study is composed of six chapters and a conclusion
to empirically analyze the bail system in its functional
processes and to gauge the impact of judicial discretion on
the administration of bail. Chapter I presents the intro
duction, methodology and a review of the literature.
In Chapter II, a historical analysis of the bail sys
tem is given. The orgin of the present bail system is
discussed and an explanation of the nature, purpose and
use of bail is given. Methods of obtaining pretrial re
lease are surveyed to determine how each method will bene
fit a certain segment of the population. Also, included
in this chapter are Supreme Court Cases pertinent to bail
and its administration to show the legal foundation upon
which the bail system and bondsmen operate.
Chapter III assesses the characteristics of recipients
of bail. Here, a general discussion of bail and judicial
discretion, as they relate to the poor, minorities and
Black political activists is presented in an effort to
measure the difference in bail administration if any exist.
Case studies of the effects that the administration of bail
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and judicial discretion had on the Black Panthers, Martin
Luther King, Jr.,Angela Davis, and Hosea Williams are pre
sented.
Chapter IV is an analysis of the results of the ques
tionnaires and interviews administered. The findings here
are juxtaposed to that of the literature in hopes of supple
menting material on the subject matter.
Chapter V is an analysis of data collected from the
Fulton County Jail Dockets and the files of the Fulton
County Jail. The data are analyzed to determine if judicial
discretion in the awarding of bail is evenly and justly ad
ministered to all people regardless of race, age, sex or
occupation. The period covered is from 1950-1978.
Chapter VI determines the relationship of social change
and/or social disorder to change in the administration of
bail. Primarily this section seeks to discover if through
the use of judicial discretion bail is a tool of social
control. The last part of this chapter is an analysis of
the reaction of the bail system to social and political
disorder.
The final section of this research effort consist of the
conclusion of this study. This study concludes that through
judicial discretion, blacks, poor people, males and political
activists are victimized and discriminated against in the
administration of bail in Fulton County, Georgia in particu
lar and the United States in general. It also concludes the
present system of administering bail is not economically
Siound. It further concludes that bail is a means of social
v
control and that bail has been used to drain funds and dis
band politically active groups in the United States. A
final conclusion of this study is that before racism,
sexism and other types of discrimination are alleviated in
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Throughout American history, people have been social
ised to believe that this land embodies the essence of
freedom and democracy. From the cradle to the grave the
American people are challenged to pledge their allegiance
and loyalty to this country and are labeled "radicals" if
they do not. Sections of legal documents such as the
Ccinstitution and the Declaration of Independence stress
the democratic principles upon which this nation was pur
portedly founded. However, the administration of these
documents and attendant laws have proven contrary to the
v«sry essence of the concepts freedom, democracy, and
equality for all. It seems that there is a dual administra
tion of law, one for white people and another for Black
people and other minorities. One must keep in mind that
this government is not one of laws but of a few white men
who manipulate the laws to maintain their dominant position
arid culture.
The United States Congress is composed almost entirely
off white men, as is the judiciary and the executive branches




ivernment). They are responsible for the laws which govern
the oppressive, brutal manner that we experience today,
stice seems to elude the poor, the Black, and the friend-
ss because of their status. These people are victimized
"White Justice" that prevails throughout the American
iminal justice system.
Throughout the American criminal justice system, the fate
a great number of lives is determined by the discretion
judicial authorities. These judicial authorities deter
mine whether or not defendants will be incarcerated and if
so, for how long. Often these judical authorities are nei
ther aware nor sensitive to problems and frustrations of the
ifendants. Hence the discretion of the judicial authorities
Lght be detrimental to the defendants.
While there exist problems in almost every aspect of
tie American criminal justice system because of the unchecked
use of discretion, this study is primarily concerned with
tie use of discretion as it relates to the "bail system."
lis study should be useful given the fact that the end
esults of judicial discretion have laid a solid foundation
of oppression throught the administration and the procedural
spects of the bail system in the United States.
Men and women in America are held in jail and committed
o prision life for prolonged periods of time before their
rials simply because they are not able to acquire bail.
Often these people are found innocent of any wrong doing.
Yet, their incarceration is based on the decision of someone
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that could very well have set bail lower or even released
the defendants until their trial date.
The use of discretion is and can be expected in any
judicial or criminal justice system. However, unchecked
discretion exercised in a society characterized by racial
and economic bias can have very disastrous effects for out-
groups in that society. Much of the recent criticism of
the bail system centers on the contention that because of
this unchecked discretionary power within the system, it
openly discriminates against the poor. Moreover, because
oi: this unchecked discretion, bail is generally set in a
rciuntinely haphazard fashion such that what should be an
ir.formed, case by case judgment, is in fact largely mechan
ical. As a result, racial, economic, and political
characteristics of defendants charged with a crime could
virtually assure that they will be systematically detained
because of an inability to post bail and hence our concern
over the use of judicial discretion in the administration
of bail given the social, political, and cultural differences
that exist within the American society.
In a general sense, this study focuses upon the role of
discretion in the administration of bail. Specifically,
it is a descriptive analysis of the impact of judicial
discretion in the administration of bail in Fulton County,
of
Bar Association 1968), p. 1.
Special Committee on Minimum Standards for The Admin-
Criminal Justice, "Pretrial Release"(New York: American
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Georgia from 1950 to 1978 upon various classes of people
subject to this discretion.
Review of the Literature
Upon reviewing the existing literature concerning bail,
void was discovered in the area of the impact of judicial
discretion on the administration of bail in the United
States. Most of the existing literature centers around
the procedural aspects of the administration of bail. Paul
Wi.ce and Ronald Goldfarb are two writers who do an effec
tive job in this particular area of the field.
There also exist works by writers such as Daniel Freed,
Meirshall Hout, and Sarah Blackburn, that offer a descrip
tive and historical analysis of the bail system in America.
These works will prove useful to this present study because
tt.ey provide an understanding of basic processes of bail
which undergirds this analysis.
Pretrial release is deemed important to the strategy
defense lawyers and understanding those processes by
which a defendent can be released is equally as important
here. There are many works in criminology journals to
2
See Paul Wice's Freedom for Sale,(Lexington, Mass:
Heath and Company Publishers, 1974). Also in addition to
Goldfarb's book Ranson, (New York: Harper and Row, 1965),
seme of his articles can be found in the following publi-
tions: New Republic, June 6, 1964; Reader's Digest,
May 1964, Kiwanis Magazine, April 1964.
the following books: Daniel Freed, Bail in the
th|e United States, (Washington: National Conference on
Bail and Criminal Justice, 1971). Sarah Blackburn, White
Justice, (New York: Harper and Row, 1971).
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A
support this notion. These works center around the con-
tesntion that a defendant released before trial stands a
better chance of being acquitted vis-a-vis a defendant in
carcerated before trial. This body of data will be useful
ir
lawyer will encounter if the defendant is detained.
Another sizeable body of data useful to this study is
tllat data relating to the "courtship" between the adminis
trators of bail and the bondsmen. Most of these data point
tc
be
trying to understand the problems a defendant and his
the fact that if there is a beneficiary from the present
til system, it is the bondsman.
While all of these areas are necessary in any study of
aciministration of bail (including the one at hand) , the
previously mentioned void in the literature is equally as
important. The concern for the use of discretion should
widespread given the far reaching implications of the
results of this discretion, which are most likely to be
conditioned by extra legal factors.
See the following articles: "Unconstitutional Admin
istration of Bail," Criminal Law Bulletin,(Vol. 18, No. 6,
July/August 1972), pp. 459-506; "Evaluation of the Dallas
Pretrail Release Program," Southwestern Law Journal, Vol. 26,
No. 3, August 1972) pp. 510-537' "Pretrial Release~Under
California Penal Code Section 853.6: An examination of
Citation Release, California Law Review, (Vol. 60, No. 5,
September 1972) pp. 1339-1370.
See the following works: J. E. Conklin, Percentage
Deposit Bail System—An Alternative to the Professional
Bondsman," Journal of Criminal Justice, (Vol. 1, No. 4,
Wihter 1973) pp. 299-317; mTp. Kirby, "Evaluation of Pre
trail Release and Bail Bond in Memphis and Shelby County;"
Wayne H. Thomas, Bail Reform in America 1977.
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There are a few literary works extant which explore
bhe role extra legal factors play on decision making,
tost of this data, however, center on the broad category of
the use of discretion in the "criminal justice" system and/
•r the legal system as a whole.6
However, Richard Quinney reminds us that social ques-
ions can influence the discretion of actors exercising
uthority within the criminal justice setting.7 Quinney
eels that one must be aware that social differences and/
r likenesses can determine the severity of the crime and
the punishment. Hence Quinney indicates that the elites
in society will determine what actions will be considered
riminal and if possible exclude their own wrong doings
ii their definition of criminal behavior. If the elites
can not successfully exclude themselves from this defini-
Lon of criminal behavior, then they will simply use the
apparatus of the systems (which they control) to cover up
their wrong doing. As Quinney argued:
The key idea of social reality theory is that
crime ijs socially defined, not inherent in be-
havior"7~but .. . a judgment made by some about the
actions and characteristics of others.8
See Kenneth C. Davis, Discretionary Justice, (Baton
uge: Louisiana State University Press 196971
See Richard Quinney, Social Reality of Crime, (Boston;




Stuart A. Scheinggold offers the observation that social
perspective can render actions of the criminal justic sys-
em unfair or at least questionable.9 He states:
....social reality theory presents us with a
view of social conflict that transcends
struggle among class social reality theory
suggest the additional possibility of conflict
among social grouping divided on the basis
of such factors as race, ethnicity or occupa
tional interest.10
As stated before, Quinney and Scheingold shed light on
jhe possibility of social factors affecting the smooth
unctioning of the criminal justice system. Their studies
111 be helpful to this project in conceptualizing those
actors in relationship to the criminal justice system,
ijowever, whereas they generalized their efforts, on the en
tire system, the purpose and importance of this research
project is to demonstrate empirically how social and polit-
ical factors impact upon decision making in one aspect of
criminal justice, the administration of bail. An attempt
vjill be made to explore the resulting situation of judicial
discretion conditioned by social, political, economic, and
cultural factors upon certain segments of society.
Therefore this research effort should be deemed as an
attempt to fill the void existing in the literature concern
ing the impact of judicial discretion on the administration
, The Journal Cl6Vage and Criminal




f bail. While the present study focuses upon the admin-
stration of bail in Fulton County, the implications of the
tudy are certain to impact upon the general level of
iderstanding about the impact of judicial discretion on the
idministration of bail in the United States.
In reviewing the literature, the libraries of Atlanta
University, Atlanta Historical Society, Emory University,
Georgia State University, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Kennesaw College, the Atlanta Public Library, and my per
sonal library were most helpful. Also government docu
ments, criminology publications and any other information
pertinent to this research project were utilized.
Definition of Concepts
Bail - securing the release of a person from legal
custody, by undertaking that the shall appear at the time
and place designated and submit himself to the jurisdiction
and judgment of the court.
Bailbond - an obligation signed by someone promising
to pay the amount previosuly set by the court as bail if
a defendant fails to appear in the court when required.
Bondsman - a person in business of posting bail for
people being detained and accused of committing a crime.
judicial Officer - unless otherwise indicated, any
person authorized to bail or release a defendant before
trial, sentencing or pending appeal in a United States
Court.
-9-
Social Control - methods used by the criminal justice
system to force people to act in a manner that maintains
the status quo.
White Justice - partial justice administered by the
white lawmakers throughout this county to maintain white
dominance.
Methodology
This research project is generally centered around the
impact of discretion on the administration of bail with a
specific focus on the impact of judicial discretion upon the
administration of bail to specified classes of people in
Fulton County, Georgia 1X from 1950 to 1978. The dates,
1950-1978, were chosen because data were available for this
period and also because this time period encompasses a
decade before and after the stress period of the 1960's
which lends itself to a comparative analysis of the admin
istration of bail, a concern of this study.
This study is based upon several propositions about
the administration of bail in Fulton County during the
specified time period, all of which suggest that bail is
used as a social and political weapon against certain
groups of people. The propositions are as follows:
Fulton County is a county in the state of Georgia
divided by the census into ten divisions which are as fol
lows: Alpharetta, Atlanta, Campbellton, College Park,
East Point, Fairburn-Union City, Hapeville, Palmetto,
Roswell, and Sandy Springs.
-10-
a) Bail for political activities will tend to be higher
than that awarded to defendants without records of
political activity.
b) The attitudes of those people responsible for the ad
ministration of bail will be conditioned by their own
values, hence they will feel they are not misusing
their judicial discretion, when in fact they are.
(c) Bail will tend to be higher for Blacks than for whites
committing the same offense during the time periods
examined.
Cdl Bail for males will tend to be higher than that awarded
to females committing the same offense.
(e) Bail will tend to be higher for poor people than for
people with comfortable incomes committing the same
offense.
(f) Bail for Blacks, poor people and males will tend to be
higher during periods of high stress against social
institutions.
These propositions can be tested by an analysis of
primary data principally compiled from the files of the
Fulton County Jail and the Fulton County Jail Dockets. Ad
ditionally, data were generated from the employment of three
major research techniques, interviewing, administering
questionnaires, and a survey of the literature.
More specifically, proposition "a" can be tested by
reviewing the historical data concerning bail awarded to
known political activists (such as Angela Davis, Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., the Black Panthers and the civil rights
demonstrators) and then comparing that amount to bail awarded
to people without any known records of political activism.
If bail awarded to political activists is greater than that
awarded to people without any records of political activism,
-11-
then we must conclude that through judicial discretion,
bail is used as a tool of social control. However, if bail
for political activists is not greater than that of non-
political actors suspected of similar crimes then proposi
tion "a" must be rejected.
Approximately two hundred questionnaires were sent to
lewyers, bondsmen, and judges in effort to assess their
opinions concerning the utility of the present bail system.
Surprisingly, one hundred and thirty of the two hundred
people that were sent questionnaires responded. The ques-
ti
th
onnaires were used to determine if the above named people
felt that bail was a right for all people, and to find out
whether or not they felt that bail is administered without
regards to race, income, or political activity. Additional-
, the questionnaires sought to determine whether or not
the sample population felt that bail is used for other pur
poses than to assure that a person will appear in court for
his or her trial. The questionnaire was structured in such
manner as to amplify respondent's degree of satisfaction
with the present system of bail.
During the interviews, open-ended questions were used
in order to obtain meaningful responses from those people
interviewed. The people interviewed were judges, lawyers
and bondsmen, but not necessarily the same as those to which
e questionnaire was administered. The sample population
was selected from the Fulton County area for both the inter
views and questionnaires. For the questionnaire, the
-12-
Likert Scale (also called the Suitunated Scale) was used.
Hence the questionnaire was structured so that it provided
for the range of responses permitted to any given question
to be limited to the research question. In constructing
ie questionnaire, questions that served as checks on other
questions were deliberately asked to assure the consistency
of the responses given by individuals filling out the
questionnaire.
Proposition "b" can be tested by analyzing the re
sponses to questionnaires and interviews and then comparing
them to the data collected concerning the awarding of bail
to determine if there exist any visible conflicts. If the
respondents indicate that in their use of judicial discre
tion/ they are not biased toward any group when in fact the
data show they are, then proposition would hold true. If
not, then the proposition will be rejected.
Propositions "c," "d" and "e" can be tested by ana
lyzing the data relating to the amount of bail awarded for
specific crimes stratified as to race, sex, age, and
occupation of the defendants. This information is available
in the Fulton County Jail and the archives of the Atlanta
Historical Society.
With the permission of the Chief Jailor of the Fulton
County Jail, the files of the Fulton County Jail were sur
veyed to get an accurate account of bail given to defendants
for certain crimes with data stratified as to race, age, sex,
and occupation of the defendants. The crimes of concern in
-13-
tiis study are theft by taking, rape, murder, burglary
and prostitution. The only cases this research project
will canvas will be those of first offenders. The reason
for this deliberate limitation is primarily based upon the
problems which one encounters if one used "repeaters" be
cause of the other phenomena that would come into the pic
ture by virtue of the defendant being a repeater.
Because of the lack of storage space in the Fulton
County Jail, the data concerning the earlier years (1950-
1967) of this study is housed in the archives of the Atlanta
Historical Society. To extract the desired data for this
study from the files of the Fulton County Jail and the Fulton
County Jail Dockets, the total population for each examined
group is ascertained. After determining the total popula
tion, the Random Start Regular Interval method of selecting
defendants was used to obtain the appropriate sample popu
lation.
The crimes of theft by taking and burglary had the
highest committal rates and therefore had the greatest in
tervals. In the period 1950 to I960, every eighth Black
defendant and every eighth white defendant was selected
from the total population to be used in the sample popula
tion of those defendants charged with theft by taking and
burglary. In the period of 1961 to 1970 and 1971 to 1978
the intervals for the above two crimes increased to twelve
to insure sampling the total population of these periods.
del
population and thus give an adequate sample population,
srefore every fourth Black defendant and every fourth
te defendant were selected for this study. The data
lected through this effort were analyzed to determine
ther or not bail was higher for certain segments of the
















In all the other crimes this study surveys, it was
ermined that intervals of four would cover the total
pters V through VII).
The information recorded in the Fulton County Jail
ket is similar to the information contained in the files
the Fulton County Jail, except for the exclusion of in
formation concerning the defendant's occupation. Therefore
was necessary to interview employees of the Fulton County
1 to obtain as much information as possible on the occupa
tional backgrounds and patterns of defendants charged with
crimes selected for analysis. The interviews will only
pertinent to the years in wich the occupational infor-
Lon was not available (1950-1967) .
If after analyzing the appropriate data it is estab
lished that bail awarded for Blacks, poor people and males
jreater than that awarded to whites, people with com-
:able incomes and females committing the same offenses,
then we will conclude that the supposedly neutral procedure
idministering bail is rendered biased against the above
named groups by virtue of judicial discretion conditioned









acks, poor people and males suspected of crimes are not
asurably greater than that for whites, people with com
fortable incomes and females suspected of the same crimes,
then the respective propositions will have to be rejected.
Proposition "f" can be tested by an analysis of the
data in the time period this study emcompasses, 1950 to 1978
To aid the research process, the above span of time will be
divided into three distinct periods, each covering about
ten years. The three periods will be as follows: 1950 to
1960, 1961 to 1970, and 1971 to 1978.
Given the time periods studied and the social and
political phenomenon that took place in each period, one
n determine if there exist any fluctuation in the amount
bail granted to the groups mentioned in proposition "f."
The decade of the sixties experienced the greatest
litical and social stress. Hence, if bail for the above
med groups was higher during the 1960's vis-a-vis the other
periods this study entertains, then this researcher will
further conclude that bail is used as a social and political
apon to deter agitation against the status quo. If on the
her hand bail is awarded consistently across the board in
ch time period, then this researcher would conclude that
il is not a political or social weapon and the awarding
bail is nondiscriminatory, at least not apparent in the
nner tested for here.
Now that the propositions have been advanced and a
methodology for testing those propositions established, a
-16-
synopsis of the chapters comprising this project will be
ren. The introduction, review of the literature and the
me




















hodology make up Chapter I. Six chapters follow to
ses and to gauge the impact of judicial discretion on
administration of bail.
In Chapter II, a historical analysis of the bail sys-
in America will be given. The origin of the present
1 system will be discussed and an explanation of the na-
e, purpose and use of bail will be given. Bail is de-
ned principally to assure that the accused will appear
his day in court. If through judicial discretion, there
other usages of bail, however, they will be. brought out
this chapter. Methods of obtaining pretrial release will
surveyed to determine how each method will benefit a
tain segment of the population. Included in this chapter
1 be Supreme Court cases that are pertinent to bail and its
inistration. This will serve as the legal foundation for
analysis of the operations of the bail system and bondsmen.
Chapter III will assess the characteristics of re-
ients of bail. Here, a general discussion of bail and
icial discretion, as they relate to the poor, minorities,
Black political activists will be entertained in an
ort to measure the difference in bail administration if
exist. Case studies of the effects that the administra-
>n of bail and judicial discretion had on the Black Panthers,
-17-
Martin Luther King, Jr., Angela Davis, and Hosea Williams
wifLl also be presented.
Chapter IV will be an analysis of the results of the
questionnaires and interviews administered. The findings
here will be juxtaposed to that of the literature in hopes
of supplementing material on the subject matter.
Chapter V will be an analysis of data collected from
Fulton County Jail Dockets and the files of the Fulton
Coiknty Jail. The data are analyzed to determine if judicial
discretion in the awarding of bail is evenly and justly ad
ministered to all people regardless of age, race, sex or
occupation. The period covered is from 1950 to 1978.
Chapter VI determines the relationship of social
change and/or disorder to change in the administration of
bail, if any changes do in fact exist. Primarily this
seqtion will seek to discover if through the use of judicial
discretion bail is a tool of social control. In the last
pa] t of this chapter, an analysis of the reaction of the
bail system to social and political disorder will be dis
cussed.
Chapter VII consists of the conclusion drawn from this
resjearch effort. At this junction, my findings will be
juxtaposed to the literature in hopes of supplementing this
fieLd of study. Also, alternatives to the present bail
sys bem in Fulton County, Georgia in particular and the
United States in general will be suggested.
CHAPTER II
NATURE AND ORIGIN OF AMERICAN BAIL SYSTEM
The word bail in the legal sense relates to deter
mining the legal status of someone charged with a crime pend
ing his trial. An ever prominent question in the legal pro
fession is: what is the purpose of bail? Most people are
led to believe that bail is used to assure that persons ac
cused of a crime will show up for trial if he is not placed
in pretrial detention.
In Ex Parte Milburn, The Supreme Court, in 1935, held
th&t:
A recognizance of bail, in the criminal case is
taken to secure that due attendances of the party
accused, to answer the indictment, and to submit
to a trial, and the judgment of the court thereof.
It is not held for the satisfaction for the of
fense....but as a means of compelling the party to
submit to trial and punishment which the law or
dains for his offense.-'-
Bail has also been defined as a means of acquiring the
release of a person from legal custody by guaranteeing that
he shall appear at the time and place designated and submit
2
himself to the jurisdiction and judgment of the courts.
Parte Milburn, 34 U. S. 704 C19351.
2
Black's Law Dictionary, (St. Paul Minnesota: West
Publishing Company, 1951), 4th ed., p. 177.
-18-
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Thus, bail is defined, but where did the concept originate?
It can be argued that bail has been in existence for
qJiite sometime although it may not have always existed in its
piresent form. Bail originated in medieval England and has
ils roots in early English law. In the 16th and 17th century,
jilstice was administered by traveling judges who visited a
city or circuit during a certain period of the year. If a
pirson accused of committing a crime was caught, he remained
ill jail until the traveling judge came into the city to con
flict trials. The need to establish alternative methods of
administering justice arose because of the condition of the
jails and the lengthy delay between arrest and trial as a
result of the traveling judges. Bail was supposed to be the
answer.
At first, sheriffs exercised their discretion to re
lease a person on his own promise to appear for trial or on




trial.4 The King, however, had the final say in all
es as to whether or not a person could secure pretrial
release by obtaining bail.
English pretrial release statutes stipulated eligibility
teria for bail. Persons committing the crime of murder
coaid not be released on bail unless they got a special pardon
Ju
3Report to the National Conference on Bail and Criminal
;tice, "Bail in the United States," May 1964, p. 1.
4Ibid.
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from the King.5 If a sheriff let the prisoner out on bail
whan in fact that prisoner was not eligible for bail, the
sheriff would lose his job even though he obtained collat
eral from the accused.
In the even of the defendant escaping while he was out
on the promise of a third party surety, the third party was
quired to surrender himself.7 A defendant who escaped
s subjected to harsh punishment if he was caught and there
fore there were very few bail jumpers in medieval England.
The development of bail in the United States was similar
many respects to that of medieval England but was also in
many aspects different. The United States Constitution does
not specifically state that people should have a right to
obtain bail. In fact, the only section of the United States
Constitution concerning the subject of bail is the Eighth
tendment which states:
Excessive bail shall not be required nor excessive
fines imposed nor cruel and unusual punishment in
flicted. 8
One must keep in mind that the first ten amendments
the United States Constitution, the Bill ofRights, were
5John Reeves, History of English Law, (New York:
gustus M. Kelley Publishers, 1969) Vol. II, p. 13.
6Ibid., pp. 132-133.
7Report to the National Conference on Bail and Criminal
istice, p. 1.
8Leroy Haymen, The United States Constitution^ (New York
;holastic Book Service, 1966), p. 173.
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vritten into law after the original writing of the Consti-
ution. Therefore it should be noted that the original
document did not concern itself with the matter of bail at all,
However, before the ratification of the Bill of Rights,
he United States Congress in the Judiciary Act of 1789 pro-
ided that:
....upon all arrests in criminal cases, bail shall
be admitted, except where punishment is death in
which case it shall not be admitted but by a Supreme
or Circuit Court, or by a Justice of the Supreme
Court, or a Judge of a district court, who shall
exercise their discretion therein, regarding the
nature, and circumstances of the offense, and of
the evidence and usage of law...^
One can clearly see the similarities of English bail
nd some aspects of Aspects of American bail. Whereas the
ing had the power to give bail in capital cases in the
n.edieval bail system, Justices of the Supreme Court have
he power along with the President in the American bail
ystem.
One can imagine the problems in early American frontier
ays if an individual tried his luck at jumping bail. It
ould be an extended period of time, at. best, before the
ailee returned to the custody of the legal authorities,
here were many unexplored territories on the frontier in
hich one who had jumped bail could seek refuge. In many
ases, men called bounty hunters were either employed by
9"Judiciary Act of 1789 - Section 33," United States
Statutes at Large, VI, p. 91.
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the sheriff or by sureties to track down bail jumpers and
return them into the custody of the appropriate legal juris
diction.
Because of the risk involved, many people became re
luctant to sign as third party surety. This called for the
development of new techniques to supplement the private
surety responsible for seeing that the bailee appeared for
frrial and legal proceedings. As a result, the bonding in
stitution arose and assumed the function of posting bail.
The bondsman put up money on behalf of the defendant to
guarantee his appearance in court thereby setting the stage
for pretrial release of the defendant.
If the defendant did not appear for court proceedings,
the bondsman stood to lose the money he put up for the bond.
Therefore, bondsmen had to develop means to protect them-
solves from absorbing the financial loss. For this reason,
bondsmen in many jurisdictions required indeminification
contracts or collateral from the defendants or his relatives
to protect themselves from forfeiture losses. The selling
of bailbonds soon became a standard feature in the criminal
justice system procedures.
As with many other social or political questions, bail
fcj)und its way into the halls of the highest court in the
United States, the Supreme Court. The debates centered
LcLW
"Bail: An Ancient Practice Re-examined," 70 Yale




incipally around how bail should be administered and what
of defendants should have access to bail. One such
se of historical significance to reach the Supreme Court
s Stack v Boyle. In this particular case, the high
iurt made clear several points that underlie the theory of
il as we know it today. First of all, the main concern is
ensure the bailee's appearance in court. Secondly, there
11 be some people more apt to jump bail, but these people
lould not be denied bail. Thirdly, in accordance with
ie Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution, bail
lould not be excessively high.
Purpose and Use of Bail
Thus far, this research effort has presented only the
tatutory purposes of bail but there also exists arguments
suggesting that bail is used to accomplish a variety of other
e:ids, some of which do not coincide with the statutory out-
Lnes but go instead beyond these provisions. These other
ends for which bail is used are discussed below, however,
the statutory purpose is reviewed before that discussion
tikes place.
Using bail as a guarantee that the defendant will show
up for trial is the most often articulated concern of the
bail system. The principle behind this objective is that
the defendant will appear in court in order not to lose
11Stack v Boyle 342 U. S. 1, 4. C1951).
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th 2 money which has been posted for his pretrial release,
thus reducing the incentive to leave town before his sched
uled trial. The validity of this theory has often been
challenged on several grounds. One of the principle argu
ments advanced is that the defendant who can afford bail
can, in most cases, afford to buy transportation or con
nections to get out of town. On the other hand, the poor
man who can hardly make ends meet and cannot afford to
secure a bailbond, in most cases, will not have enough money
to secure means to get out of town and therefore is detained
12
while awaiting trial.
Another purpose of bail is the protective objective.
The central theme of this objective is to protect society
from defendants who are likely to commit additional crimes
or are a threat to the jurors and/or witnesses. The judge
has the power to decide if the accused is a threat to the







e will either set bail so high that the defendant can-
post bond or will simply refuse to permit bond.
A less frequently used objective of very high bail is
rehabilitation. This objective is primarily reserved
juveniles and sometimes first offenders and assumes that
agal authorities give the youth the first offenders a
of the cruel prison life, it might serve as a lesson
12
This position is advanced by Paul Wice in his book,
gjreedom for Sale, (Heath and Company Publishers, 1974).
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to them in the future. This taste of prison life is pro
vided by purposely setting bail at a level beyond the
r$ach of the defendants.
Still another use of high bail is as a punitive mea
sure to detain defendants whom police strongly suspect have
committed a criminal act, but lack concrete evidence of
such crimes that would be permissible in court.
This usage of bail allows innocent people to be vic
timized and therefore subjected to the harsh conditions of
pretrial detention. The only thing a defendant in such
circumstance has in his favor is the fact that the Consti
tution of the United States guarantees that the authorities
cai only detain or interrogate a defendant for a certain
period of time without formally charging him. If the au
thorities cannot make the original case stick, they may
sometime charge the defendant with another crime and place
excessive amount of bail on the offense just to detain the
lividual.
The four above mentioned objectives are used in felonies
and more serious misdemeanors. However, the bail system has
also been used as a pressuring device, more so in misdemeanors
than felonies. This process begins with the initial ap
pearance of a defendant before a judge or magistrate. The
defendant is made aware by the judge that he does not have
a lawyer (which is the case of many defendants), he will be
grahted a certain amount of time to secure one. Once an
-26-
attorney is obtained, the defendant is made aware that he
may waive his rights to the attorney who can take care of
his initial appearance and/or terminate the entire matter.13
TJie defendant, in order to avoid the prolonged activities
ok the criminal justice procedures, may accept this offer
wLther he is guilty or innocent. He may get a lesser
charge and it is indeed less expense to the court. The
eiiaence of this device, then, is the forcing of defendants
into waiving their rights to an attorney and thereby clearing
tlje overcrowded and heavily backlogged calendar.
Now that the objectives of bail have been advanced the
mejthods of obtaining pretrial release will be discussed.
Methods of Obtaining Pretrial Release
Several methods of obtaining pretrial release exist
ank the first to be discussed is the personal bond. The
personal bond is a method of pretrial release in which the
defendant is released by the judge on the defendant's
signature without an outlay of financial capital. Release
this method occurs when the judge is convinced that the
acjused individual has sufficient family ties, community
ti€:s or a reliable character which will assure that the
son will neither leave town nor fail to show up for the
-2 7-
trial in order to avoid prosecution.14 Another type of
personal bond is third party custody. Third party custody
operates similarly to the above, the difference being that
the defendant is placed in the custody of persons who agree
to be responsible for him and becomes his personal surety.
This too is left to the discretion of the judge. There have
besn various names offered for personal bonds. Some of them
are: CD. personal sureties; (2) nominal bonds; and (3) per
sonal recognizance release. (These methods of pretrial re
lease are used in less serious crimes.).
Another method of pretrial release is the use of a
property bond in which the defendant, his family or friends
put; up property as bail in lieu of monetary settlement.
According to Paul Wice, author of Freedom for Sale, Atlanta,
Georgia and St. Louis, Missouri most often use this method of
pretrial release. The greatest problem with this method is
the loss and pain inflicted on families and friends who put




Cash bail is a method of pretrial release in which the
defendant raises the full amount of bond required either
through direct payment to the court or through the aid of
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determined according to the crime committed. Sometimes
is left up to the judge who may or may not use a bail
le. Once the defendant finds out the amount of his
1, if he delivers the money to the court he will get
k the entire amount upon his appearance in court. How-
r, if he uses a bondsman, a fee is usually charged and
defendant will not get this money back.
The ten percent bail deposit is a method of pretrial
sase in which the defendant is required to put up ten
cent of the total face value of the bond in order to be
ased. if the bond is $2,000.00, for example, the
ndant will only have to put up $200.00. However, if
defendant fails to appear in court at the designated
, he owes the court the entire face value of the bond
the example the amount would be $2,000.00).
Another provision of this method of pretrial release
es that if the defendant appears in court at the ap-
ted and designated time, 90% of $200.00 or $180.00 will
efunded to the defendant and 10% (in the example, it
d be 10% of $200.00 or $20.00} would be used to cover
t cost. The defendant only loses 1% of the original




A bail scale is a listing of crimes and the amount
' charged for bail according to the offense cora-
16
Illinois, Code of Criminal Procedure. 110-7.
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cost. This is an attempt to improve the defendant's
chances of pretrial release which also in effect diminishes
the necessity of the bondsman with this method of pretrial
release, however, if the bondsman finances the bond, the
dejfendant does not get any of the money back.
The citation bond is seldom used as a method of pre-
trial release, yet it is worth mentioning. In less ser
ious crimes the investigating officer will simply issue a
citation to the defendants indicating when they are to
appear for trial. Therefore, there is no cash transfer un-
lesjs the defendant fails to appear for his court date.
Procedures of Bail
After a person is arrested and taken into custody, he
should be able to obtain pretrial release by posting bond.
It lay seem to be a simple procedure but it is not. Since
many, arrests by the police are without a warrant because the
arresting officer believes that there is probable cause to
suspUct the defendant of violating the law, the defendant
usually has to wait until he is able to appear before a
judge or magistrate where his bond will be determined. Then
there is a question of how long must a person wait before he
can see the proper authorities to be notified as to the
amount of his bail. Most states construe the answer to
"Analysis of the Citation System in Evanston,
Illinois—Value, Constitutionality, and Viability," JoHHL^l
iincOQS¥.f Vol. 65, No. 1, March 197 4,
pp. /
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ttiis question to be "without unnecessary delay."18 This
is very vague because of the clause "unnecessary delay"
wMch is subject to discretionary interpretation.
Bail cannot be determined until the person is charged
with a specific crime and this gives the police a chance to
question the defendant many hours before he can obtain pre-
trial relase. The only defense a person has over this type
ok action is to secure a writ of habeaus corpus (forbidding
unlawful detention). .
"Fixed Bail" schedules allows police and other non-
judicial officers to set bail. This would require glancing
over a chart with crimes and rate of bail for each crime
which helps the defendant secure a speedy pretrial release.
Oz course, the seriousness of the crime determines how
qiickly pretrial relase can be obtained. Bail is also de
termined by the nature of the crime, whether or not this is
the first or second offense and whether or not the person
lJLved in the place the crime was committed.
Supreme Court Cases Relevant to Bail
Because of a significant number of problems related
persons not honoring their commitment to appear in court
per the bail agreement the court was forced to resolve




Wxce, Freedom for Sale,, p. 21.
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remissions, and indeminators. An analysis of some of those
cases are presented below.
As was previously noted in Stack v Boyle, the main
purpose of bail is to ensure the appearance of the bailee
in court and that in accordance with the Eighth Amendment
of the United States Constitution bail should not be ex
cessively high.
An 1873 case/ Taylor v Taintor stated that sureties
may personally, or through an agent, arrest the offender to
surrender him to authorities. They may pursue him into an-
otfver state and arrest him at anytime.
Expanding the boundaries of surrender and arrest of
bailees was a case in 1923, Ex Parte Salinger.20 The
ruling in this case was such that though one receiving bail
remains, in a sense, in custody of the law, he is more
particularly in the immediate custody of his sureties.
Forefeiture of the bond authorizes them to arrest him, if
necessary by breaking and entering anywhere in the United
Stc tes.
Questions concerning the inability of defendants to
appjear in courts at the designated time because of illness
canie before the court also. In People v. Calvert,21 the
19
Taylor v Taintor 83 U. S. 366, Connecticut (1873)
Ex Parte Salinger 288 F 752, New York (1923).
21
Peoples v Calvert 227 P (2nd) 834, California.
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court ruled that should a defendant miss his appearance in
court because of illness that forfeiture will be left up to
the discretion of the judge. However, the issue went a step
further and stated that justice does not require forfeiture
in such cases and trial courts should never abuse its dis
cretionary powers. In essence, this ruling meant that a
judge had the power to determine whether or not a defendant
could use illness as an excuse for not appearing in court.
If
he
the judge decided that the illness was serious enough,
could elect not to forfeit the bond and could grant an
other trial date depending upon when the defendant was well
enoagh to appear in court. Another case that reinforced
i£ notion is United States v Smaldone.
Defendants obtaining pretrial release through a bonding
agency may choose to leave town in order to avoid prosecution.
Of course, the bonding company loses money if this occurs.
Therefore, bondsmen carried the matter before the court to
acquire legal authority to return bail jumpers. This was
accomplished in 1931, in Fitzpatrick v Williams.23 a Louisiana
case. The court ruled that agents could arrest defendants in
another state and return them to the state in which the bond
requires their presence. This could be done without resorting
to extradition to the ruling of the court.
22
United States v Smaldone 211 F 161, Colorado (1954) .
23
Fitzpatrick v Williams 46 F 40, Louisianna (1931).
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These are a few very important cases concerning bail-
bonjding and they set the boundaries within which any bonding
agent and the bail system may operate. As always, questions
of vital importance come before the court in order that the
court can render final judgment, and so it was with the
matter of bail and bailbonding.
In conclusion, it should be remembered that while the
origin of bail in America stems from old English law, it was
found that bail in this country is also used for purposes
other than merely to assure appearance. Among them are the
protective measures, punitive measures and for the rehabili
tation of young and/or first offenders.
Even though the right to have bail is not specfically
statsd in the United States Constitution, it is implied in
the Eighth Amendment. However Section 33 of the Judiciary
Act of 1789 expressly grant the right to bail in non-capital
cases;. There are several methods of obtaining pretrial re
lease; some of which are as follows: (a) personal bond,
(b) ciash bond, (c) property bond, (d) ten per cent deposit
provision and (e) the citation bond.
Also concerning bail, the courts have decided that sureties
may Jrrest forfeiturers even if that person flees to another
state. This was established because even though the person
receiving bail is still in the custody of the law, he is
more specifically in the custody of his surety. The courts
also decided that the judge has the final say so as to if a







GENERAL ANALYSIS OF THE BAIL SYSTEM
AS IT RELATES TO SELECTIVE GROUPS
Arthur Beeley, in commenting on the Chicago bail sys-
made a statement that describes bail systems throughout
United States. He asserted that:
The present system of bail, in too many instances
neither guarantees security to society nor safe
guards the rights of the accused. The system is
lax with those with whom it should be stringent
and stringent with those it could safely be less
severe...*
Although many men and women who administer bail in
United States may not agree with Beeley, through the
of judicial discretion they determine who is or who is
awarded bail and the amount. Even though the bailbonding
process purports to be fair and just, it can be rendered




, and social factors upon judicial discretion. There-
it follows that there will be some individuals who are
victimized and others who will benefit from the administra-
of bail.
The
Arthur Beeley, The Bail System in Chicago, (Chicago:
Jniversity of Chicago Press, 1966), p. 160.
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The Poor and Minorities
Throughout the criminal justice system, unchecked
discretion works to the detriment of the poor and non-white
(often they are the same but this is not always the case]
because this unchecked discretion often represents a con
fluence of caste and class bias. Systems which place or
keep poor and non-white in their position of inferiority or
disadvantaged, using not race itself as the subordinating
mechanism, but instead other mechanisms indirectly related
to race, are properly designated "institutional racism" and
3
are mainfested in the laws.
The bail system as we know it today seems to discrimi
nate against the poor and non-whites. Bail may range from
$10.00 to an enormous amount, but if one does not have access
to the money needed, he cannot post bond. The rich can afford
to post their bond and the poor cannot afford the premium
for bail bond and as a result, the poor go to jail while
the rich go home to await trial. The poor man has to go to
jail and at this point is not convicted of any crime. How
ever, he is detained, often in conditions that are worse than
4
those afforded to convicted criminals. The defendant is also
2
Robert Lefcourt, Law Against the People, CNew York:
Random House Press, 1971), p. 50.
Ibid., p. 51.
4
Johnathan Casper, American Criminal Justice: The
Defendant's Perspective, "(New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc.,
1972) , p. 66.
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isolated from his family, friends, his attorney and often
has to appear for numerous court hearings and then re
turned to jail.5
The economic disadvantages for the poor derived from the
bail system do not stop at this point. If an individual is
locked in a jail because he cannot afford to post bond, his
capacity for earning money is completely terminated. His
job is sometimes terminated and then not only does he suffer
but so does his family and loved ones. People in the com
munity have a tendency to look upon pretrial detention with
a narrow minded view. Friends and neighbors often have fixed
judgments that the person being detained is guilty based
upon the pretrial detention of the defendant. All this
judgment is passed before the defendant is actually brought
to trial.
A study by Ronald Goldfarb showed that grant juries
have dismissed charges against defendants out on bail more
often than they have charges against defendants held in
jail. Another interesting note derived from this study
was the fact that more jailed defendants were convicted at
their trial as compared to those out on bail and those out
on bail and those out on bail received more suspended sen




percent of those jailed were acquitted and therefore were
detained for no other reason than being poor. It is likely
that defendants brought into a courtroom from the jail
cells after spending a period of time there and escorted in
and out of the courtroom by marshalls bear a stigma before
the court and jury which is not shared by the defendant who
comes into the courtroom well groomed and accompanied by his
attorney.
The criminal justice system is clearly discriminating
by promoting this type of injustice and also loses money as
a result of the administration of bail. The bail system is
self-defeating economically speaking. The cost to the tax
payers for the maintenance of jails and other pretrial de
tention centers is enormous and a waste of millions of
dollars each year.
Gertrude Samuels in the New York Times Magazine asked:
How can it be that members of Brooklyn's notorious
Gallo gang, who were charged with murdering a police
man in the course of a gang war, were released on
bail, while at the same time in that same city
seventeen and eighteen year old defendants were kept
in jail over a year because they could not afford
bail?9
The two teenagers were acquitted but only after spending
a great deal of time in jail awaiting trial. This sort of
Ronald Goldfarb, "The Great Bail Scandal," The New
Republic, 6 June 1964, p. 15.
8






thing happens quite frequently in the United States. The
teenagers described above, along with many other innocent
people, were subjected to the conditions of incarceration
for pretrial detention. They are often placed in the same
cell as hard core criminals and are therefore exposed to
mental and physical harm.
Black Political Activists
So-called subversive and disloyal citizens seem to be
punished through the use of bailbonding practices. Even
though a person is legally innocent until proven guilty,
if he is faced with a subversive charge he often gets the
book thrown at him. The Civil Rights demonstrators to a
certain degree were considered within this classification
as were the Black Panthers, Angela Davis, Martin Luther
King, Jr., and Hosea Williams.
The established order of the South, including judges,
police, lawyers, and bondsmen were unwilling to countenance
Civil Rights demonstrations and were dead set upon main
taining the white supremacy system. Consequently, they often
combined to fight the freedom movement and used bail as one
powerful weapon with which to prosecute that fight.12 Many
people who demonstrated for their legal and civil rights
Ronald Goldfarb, "The Great Bail Scandal," The
Republic, 6 June 1965, pp. 15-16.
12
Goldfarb, Ransom, p. 60.
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were thrown into jail and given high bail. Most of them
were Black and poor and a vast majority of them were stu
dents, therefore; they were not able to post even the
smallest amount of bail. Many of the defendants had bail
set at $2,500, others at $50,000 and still others up to
$200,000 for different offenses tht occurred during riots
and demonstrations. The majority of those charged with
offenses could not post bond and therefore were detained
before their trial for long periods of time.
The National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People posted bail for demonstrators at one time
but soon realized that this limited the funds available for
the defense of the accused. Thus the defendants turned to
other methods to secure bail money or simply stayed in
jail. Businessmen, civic leaders and churches posted bail
in some cases but soon found that their money was tied up
for long periods of time due to substantial delays in the
trials. This practice systematically eliminated this out
side help. In some cases, however, defendants were able to
post bond but additional charges were brought up and bail was
set on each one. This, in actuality, made pretrial release
an unattainable goal.
Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil
Disorders, Otto Kerner, Chairman (New York: Bantam Books,
Inc., 1968), pp. 340-341.
Ibid.
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The Eigh-th. Amendment of the United States Constitution
provides guarantees against excessive bail and the Supreme
Court has ruled that the only function of bail is to help
guarantee the appearance of the defendant in court.15 But
the denial of bail is more often used against the defendant
to "teach him a lesson" and to "protect the community."16
This fact has been most spectacularly revealed in the ex
orbitant ransoms courts have required for pretrial release
of black political prisoners.17
One organization that fell prey to manipulation of the
bail system was the Black Panther Party. This organization
was founded in 1966, in Oakland, California by Huey Newton
and Bobby Seale.18 At the outset, the Black Panthers ad
hered to the revolutionary nationalist program which pre
dicated the advancement of black Americans on their ability
to create autonomous black communities in the United States.
The basic beliefs and desires of the Black Panther Party
were clearly expressed in their literature and speeches.
See 1835 Supreme Court Case Ex Parte Milburn.
v Caleb Foote, "A Study of Administration of Bail in
York," University of Pennsvlvaniajr^^^H^, volume
(.1958) , p. 633. "
17
Lefcourt, Law_Against the People, p. 51.
18
Press, i»69?,Mpp"f2-!4? B1"* Panthe-^' «**cago: Rarcpart
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However, the essence of their desires could be found in
their "Ten Point Platform" and from the party's inception,
they stressed "point seven" of their ten point platform
which proclaimed"
We want an immediate end to police brutality
and murder of black people.-^
Black communities in Oakland, California had voiced
disapproval of police brutality and felt that the Black
residents were being treated unjustly verbally, physically,
and mentally. Harassment by police included stop and frisk,
unlawful searches, and simple discourtesy. The Panthers
sought to rid the community of such overt acts against
Black people by forming a Panther patrol. The Panther
patrol had a terrifying effect upon the Oakland community,
primarily because the white establishment apparently found
something particularly frightening about black men with
guns. The unspoken logic and understanding is that a black
man armed is angry and he is most likely motivated by rage
that will very likely render him insane and thus more likely
21
to shoot in blind hostility.
19
Huey Newton, To Die for the People, CNew York, Random
House Press, 1972), p. 4.
20
United States Congress, House Committee of Internal
Security: Gun Barrel Politics: The Black Panther Party^
L966-1971, Hearings Before a Subcommittee and Internal
Security, 92 Congress, 1st Session, 1971, Washington: Gov-
ijrnment Printing Office.
21
Gilbert Moore, A Special Rage, {New York: Harper and
Row, 1971), pp. 54 and 55.'
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As a result of the Panthers1 actions, they were ar
rested and had to come face to face with the bail system.
Many of the key members of the Black Panther Party were
given high bail after being arrested and sometimes their
22
only crime was that of being a "Panther." In December,
1969, a great number of Panthers were arrested at one time and
charged exorbitant bail. Ninety percent of the charges on
those arrested were dropped, but the exorbitant bail charged
successfully tied up the funds of the Black Panthers thereby
preventing financing new programs or maintaining existing
23
ones.
Still another incident in which the Panthers were
victimized by the bail system was the New York Panther 21
Conspiracy case. In this case, members of the Panther
organization were charged with conspiring to bomb police
stations, department stores, railroads, the Bronx Botanical
24
Gardens and attempting to murder policemen. Bail for
each Panther arrested in this particular case was set at
$100,000.25 The judge denied almost every defense notion
22For a detailed discussion on this matter see Gilbert
Moore's book cited in the above footnote.
23Bobby Seale, Seize the Time, (New York: Random House
Press, 1970), p. 370.




before and during the trial to lower the prohibitively high
$100,000 bail set for the defendants.26 The defendants
were detained in prison for over a year only to be found
innocent of any wrong doings by a jury consisting of five
Blacks, one Puerto Rican, and six whites on May 13, 1971.27
The Panthers had another financial set back as a re
sult of the administration of bail. The background infor
mation for this event centers around the Panther's march on
the California State Capitol in protest of the proposed
gun legislation aimed at prohibiting them from carrying
firearms. The Panthers were armed and therefore arrested
when they went to Sacramento to voice their objections and
bail was set at $2,200.00 for each of the twenty-four
28
panthers arrested. A bail trial was held in an effort
to lower the previously set bail but the judge ruled that
the bail would not be lowered because of their previous
29
records.
The leaders of the Panthers were arrested on any charge
possible with the hope that this action would disrupt the
organization. Huey P. Newton, minister of defense, was
Lefcourt, Law Against the People, p. 186.
27Ibid.
28
Bobby Seale, Seize the Time, p. 177.
29Ibid., p. 173.
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arrested and jailed for the fatal shooting of John Frey, an
Oakland police officer. Reports showed that Newton was
acting in self-defense but authorities disregarded these
reports. Huey who was held without privilege of bond
because he was charged with first degree murder was found
guilty of third degree murder (voluntary manslaughter).31
Newton was not given privilege of bond by Judge Friedman
even though people charged with third degree murder are
normally able to obtain bail.32 Therefore Newton had to
stay in San Luis Obispo Prison until his case went to a
higher court.
In another effort to use the bail system to systemat
ically eliminate the Panthers' key leadership, Elridge Cleaver
was also victimized. Cleaver was arrested but not formally
charged with any crime and bail was set at $50,000.33
Judge Raymond Sherwin of Salano County released Elridge
Cleaver on the grounds that he was being held solely for
political reasons, that he was, in fact, a political
Reginal Major, A Panther Is A Black Cat, (New York-
Morrow and Company, 1971), pp. 179-1807
Seale, Seize the Time, p. 243.
32Ibid.
33
Don Schanche, "Panthers Against the Wai]," The
Atlantic; Volume 225, 16 May 1969", pp. 58-59
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34
prisoner. It was not long before a higher court over
turned Judge Sherwin's decision to release Elridge from
the Vacaville State Prison Facility and Cleaver was informed
that he had to return to prison.35 Rather than return to
prison Cleaver fled the country.
The Chairman of the Black Panther Party, Bobby Seale,
also had dealings with the bail system. Seale was arrested
and charged with conspiracy to kidnap and murder in regards
to a Connecticut incident. Bail was set at $25,000 and
Seale and his lawyers argued that this was too high.36 They
felt that since Seale had never before fled to avoid prose
cution and because he was constantly in the public's eye
making speeches and holding press conferences, bail should
be lowered. This motion was denied.
Excessively high bail was used to tie up the Panthers'
money and deplete their funds. This can be clearly seen in
the above cases but another example can be cited to further
substantiate this point. After the Panthers had successfully
raised $10,000 in a "Free Huey" rally for Newton's defense,
members of the party were arrested on charges that were later
dropped by Judge Lionel Wilson because the arresting officer
34





did not report the facts. These arrests were no doubt an
38
attempt to deplete the previously raised $10,000. With a
careful view, one can clearly see how "white justices" sys
tematically used arrest tactics to deplete the funds of the
Black Panther Party. Many students of the era suggest that
these abuses of judicial power were a planned conspiracy to
disband the Black Panther Party.
Peace bonds were used against political activists also.
This technique was used against Hosea Williams of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) when he went to
39
Savannah, Georgia to lead a demonstration. A local white
woman swore out a warrant against Williams asking the court
to issue it on the grounds that Williams1 conduct presented
a future threat to her person, property, and security.
Hosea was required to post bail to assure his good behavior.
He posted the required bailbond of $2,500, but the situation
did not stop here because more people in the community swore
out complaints and consequently Williams had to post bail for
each complaint, $2,500 a complaint. Needless to say, Hosea
ran out of money and ended up in jail.
37
Seale, Seize the Time, p. 225.
Ibid., pp. 224-225.
39
Goldfarb, Ranson, p. 79.
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Also, in 1974, Williams was arrested in Fulton County,
Georgia, and charged with inciting a riot and criminal damage
to government property for which bail was set at $1,100 and
$1,500 respectively. Williams was subjected to arrest
at the hands of law enforcement officers across the South
and bail was set very high in order to detain him for a long
period of time. Williams was aware of the technique being
used against him and there was nothing he could do.
Angela Davis became a public figure because of her
political views. She announced that her political preference
was Communism and asa result the Board of Regents tried to fire
41
her from her professorship at U. C. L. A. Angela became
interested in the plight of political prisoners (examples,
Seale, Newton, and the Soledad Brothers) and voiced her
dislike for the penal institutions across the United States.
She became closely associated with Jonathan and George Jack-
42
son and concerned with their defense.
At a trial in Marion County in 1970, guns were smuggled
into the courtroom and as a result Judge Harold Haley and
three other people were fatally wounded. Angela Davis was
said to have allegedly played a part in smuggling the guns
Information gathered from the files of the Fulton
County Jail.
Reginald Major, Justice in the Round, (New York:
Okpaka Publishing Company, 1973), pp. 34-45.
42Ibid., p. 47.
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to the scene of the incident. Consequently, she was charged
with conspiracy to comit murder, aiding and abetting rescue
43
and escape and was to be held without bail. Angela, fled
to another city because of her "fear of the authorities"
and additionally, she was charged with flight to avoid pro-
sececution and placed on the "Ten Most Wanted List" of the
44
FBI. Bail for this offense was set at $250,000.
Miss Davis was put in a cell with no sunlight to
further humiliate her. After a series of long and furious
court proceedings which stirred up the emotions of poople
across the nation, and after a "Free Angela" campaign, she
45
was acquitted on all account on June 4, 1972. The high
bail was set in hopes that Miss Davis would not be able to
raise it and thus remain detained.
Still another individual whose fate led him to face
the bail system because of his political philosophy and
activism for civil rights was Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
From the moment he stepped forward to lead the Montgomery
us Boycott until his death in Memphis, King was repeatedly
jailed and bail was set punishingly high. Dr. King was
entenced many times for misdemeanors such as parading
without a permit, illegal assembly, and disturbing the
43Ibid., p. 50.
44Ibid., p. 110.
Major, Justice in the Round, p. 314.
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On January 26, 1956, in Montgomery, Alabama, King was
leaving a meeting with some of his associates and noticed
that three police officers were following them. He made
every effort to obey all traffic laws because he felt they
were waiting for an opportunity to harass him. After he let
his passengers out, he was soon stopped by the police officers
and falsely charged with speeding thirty miles an hour in a
twenty miles zone. As soon as Reverend Abernathy found
out that Dr. King had been detained, he tried unsuccessfully
49
to seek his release.
On February 17, 1960, Dr. King was arrested in Atlanta
on an Alabama warrant following the indictment by Montgomery
County Grand Jury. He was charged with two counts of perjury
in connection with the filing of 1956 and 1958 state income
tax returns and bond was set at $2,000. In connection
with a "sit in" in Atlanta, King was charged with violating
46
Major, Justice in the Round, p. 2
47
Martin Luther King, Jr., Stride Toward Freedom,





Lerone Bennett, Jr., What Manner of Man, Chicago:
Johnson Publishing Company, 1968), p. 244.
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51the state's anti-trespass law and no bond was set.""1" He
was transferred from Fulton County Jail to DeKalb County
Jail and given four months in jail by a DeKalb County
Judge. The judge ruled that Dr. King's participation in
the "sit in" violated terms of his probated traffic sen-
52
tence. He was then transferred to Reidsville State
Prison and appeal bond was set at $2,000.53
The only reason for King repeatedly being arrested and
given high bailbonds was simply because of his civil and
political activity, as was the case of Davis, Newton, and
Seale. The white power structure has used arrest and
bail to try to wipe out those participants in the civil
rights movement. This should not take place in a nation
that claims to be a democracy, however; one cannot deny the
fact that this does take place in America. Bail in many
instances has not been used to assure the appearance of
the defendants, instead it has been used to oppress the
poor and suppress the activities of political activists.
Bondsmen
Thus far, instances have been cited in which the bail






Lerone Bennett, Jr., What Manner of Man, p. 244.
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American population. At this juncture, attention will now
be focused upon the beneficiaries of the present administra
tion of bail, m the case of the bail system, it is clear
that bondsmen reap benefits. They charge rather high rates
for their services, but price is the last thing on one's
mind when one has a choice between freedom and imprisonment.
Judge J. Wright of the United States Court of Appeals
has stated, "Bondsmen held the key to the jail in their
pockets."54 The rationale of his statement was that if a
bondsman chooses not to post bail for a "bad risk" or for
people who cannot afford bail, they ultimately end up in
jail. The law requires the judge to set bail where appro
priate but it does not however, require the bondsmen to
put up bail.55 Even if the defendant is so-called "good
risk," the bondsman may refuse to post bond for any reason
he so desires.
In many of the civil rights cases, some bondsmen would
have provided bail, (their economic interest being stronger
than their social ideals) but did not because of conflicting
business pressures.56 The bondsman reserves the right to




55Ronald Goldfarb, "The Great Bail Scandal," The
New Republic. 6 June 1964, p. 16
Ibid.
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Even though the government regulates the rates bonding
agencies can charge, they get around this with a few tricks
of the trade such as charging a minimum fee no matter what
the amount of bail may be. Also, they may charge extra
for night duty, charge service fees and even sell bonds on
credit with high interest rates attached. The bondsman may
not have any personal contact with the defendant before
trial. In most cases, they only send a message reminding
the individual to show up for trial and follow it up with
a telephone call.
The bonding institution is infiltrated by crime. This
is to say policemen and judges often recommend a certain
bondsman to a defendant and in return they get' a certain
percentage of the bondsmen's profit. In 1961, a Jack County
Missouri grand jury found that most bondsmen paid police 20%
of their fees for referring defendants to them.57 in
Cincinnati, Ohio, municipal court clerks were accused of
receiving 30% of the bondsmen's profit.58 The clerk, not
only called their favorite bondsmen, but saw to it that the
bondsmen were not required to pay full amounts of forfeited
bonds. The "underworld" has a great deal of interest in
bailbonding and attempted to take over.59 If justice is to
Murrary Bloom, "Must It Be Bail or Jail," Congress




Ronald Godlfarb, Ransom, p. 104.
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be distributed equally, there must be another method of ad
ministering this justice especially when the literature in
dicates that the bondsmen do not have the best interest of
the defendant at heart.
A sizable portion of the literature available de
scribes the bondsmen in physical and emotional terms. The
data described the bondsman as inhumane and not well edu
cated. Partly, in order to check the accuracy of this
portrait, interviews were conducted with bondsmen of various
bonding companies in Fulton County.
The first company visited was the Atlantic Bonding
Company. The office was dull and dreary and the furnishing
consisted of two hard, wooden chairs and a bare old oak
desk. Needless to say, the establishment evinced an atmos
phere of coldness.
The agent indicated that the process of bonding began
with a telephone call from the person accused of a crime or
a visit to the jail by an agent. Next the bondsman had to
determine if the person was a "good risk" or a "bad risk."
He described a good risk as a defendant who owned property,
has lived in the city for a substantial number of years and
has good working habits. On the other hand a bad risk was
described as a defendant who is unemployed, a non-property
owner of a person from another state. Other data received
All interviews took place February of 1976.
The agent's name was not requested in hope of se
curing more information.
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from the agent showed that this bonding company operated
under the Georgia state law which regulated the cost of
selling bailbonds.62 The law states that a fee of ten
percent can be charged for the first $500.00 and five per
cent thereafter, (if you were under a $1,000.00 bond, you
would be charged $75.00 if the agent represented you).
Money paid to a bondsman is never returned to the party
making the bond.63 This bond is an appearance bond and
after the accused appears for trial, the bondsman is re
leased of all his responsibility.
On this subject of defendants who do not appear for
trial, the agent indicated that their company had special
agents called "catch men" or "bounty hunters." As this
interview progressed, one of the "catch men" came into
the office and proceeded to volunteer information.64 Both
men indicated that the bond maker was notified by their
company as to the court date set for the bond maker either
by letter or telephone. 65
indicated his company followed the law very62The
strictly.
of *h* m»°St wlLtlrs ?n this subject agree that this is one
of the major shortcomings, especially if the accused is
proved innocent.
64
♦-« i 1 cat^h man was not consulted, but after he began
to volunteer information notes on his statements were taken.
Upon leaving Atlantic Bonding Company, Cagle Bondinc
company and Ace Bonding Company were visited. However they"
?«5f iifctlf °*;.nO information and were evasive. There-
tore another bonding company was visited. The name of this
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At a second bonding company, the agent emphasized that
each case was different. He compared the bonding company to
a bank that loaned money. The procedures as to screening
the potential bondmaker would be much the same as if it was
a banker checking credit before he made a loan.
This agent also brought up the term "extended credit"
into the interview session. He defined "extended credit"
as giving bond on a promise to pay at a future date. He
indicated that this was a common practice for his bonding
company on weekends and holidays periods when normally de
fendants do not have access to their bank accounts and/or
cannot cash checks.
Another occasion on which extended credit was deemed
appropriate was to aid defendants who could not at that
time afford to make bond, but who had a job and were stable
in community. The agent clained his company did not charge
any interest on this money.66
On the subject of "catchmen," the agent for King
Bonding Company offered another bit of interesting data.
He stated that a policy of his company was to send black
"catchmen" to apprehend black bail jumpers and white "catch-
men" to apprehend white bail jumpers. The reason offered
company was King Bonding and the employees of this estab
lishment were very willing to co-operate and offered any
information asked of them.
This bit of information was amazing given the fact
that a bondsman in a profit seeker. (This researcher
wondered as to the validity of that statement.)
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for this policy was in an effort to eliminate the charge
of racial harassment by the bail jumpers.
The last important data received from this agent
concerned the company's policy on denying a bond to certain
people. He indicated that bonds were not given to dope
pushers and prostitutes. This policy is adhered to because
King Bonding Company thought dope pushers and prostitutes
were more likely to jump bail.
Still another agent was interviewed at Harris Bonding
Company. He suggested that his company did not issue bonds
for people accused of crimes such as rape, treason and
bizarre murders. The agent for this company showed me
Supreme Court cases that protect, guide, regulate and
strengthened the bonding institution. Some were as follows:
1' Taylor v Taintor; 2. Field v United States; 3. United
States v Schneiderman; 4. Allison v People; 5. United
States v Davis; 6. Stanton v United States^ and 7. United
States v Smaldone.67
Another comment this particular agent made was con
cerning pretrial federal release program. The purpose of this
program is to provide federal funds for the poor. Few people
are aware that this program exists and no bondsman goes all
out to inform those who can surely benefit from it.
Bailbonding is a big business and some of these bonding
agents worked for specialized insurance companies that write
million of dollars worth of bonds a year. A bondsman can
collect two or three times from the same defendant. This
Some of the cases are presented in Chapter II.
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is because of the legal technicalities that require new bail
to be posted each time a defendent appears before the court
or on each count of the offenses he committed. Without a
doubt the bondsmen surely reap the benefit from the bail
system in the United States.
In a study68 conducted by the Association of the Bar
of the City of New York, it was found that bondsmen may re
quire a defendant to put up property in the amount of the
entire bond even if the defendant has put up the legal
monetary premium. Also in that same study the findings
supported the fact that "fee splitting" was apparent in the
bonding process. Fee splitting is when the bondsman en
courages a defendant to obtain a certain attorney for his
defense as a criterion for him posting bond. If the at
torney is obtained through the bondsman's reference, then
the attorney will kick back part of his earnings to the
bondsman.
The problems this procedure nurtures is that the well
being of the defendant is lessened. This study also sup
ports the fact that bonding companies work with the courts
to achieve the ends of the courts. It was stated in
Chapter II that bail is sometimes denied by the courts for
68The Association of the BAr of the City of New York:
Committee on the Criminal Court of the City of New York,
"Bail or Jail," (New York City Bar Association, 1963), p. 5,
69Ibid., p. 14.
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"rehabilitation" reasons for some first offenders. This
statement is consistent to the findings in the above study
conducted by the City of New York Bar Association. The
following is a transcript from a Felony Court involving
juveniles charged with larceny:
The Court: The only thing I say is this: I'm
going to insist that these boys are not bailed
out I'm going to set such bail that they will
not be bailed out. If the parents will volun-
tarily agree not to bail them, I'll not set real
high bail. But if they don't voluntarily agree,
I'll set such high bail they won't be bailed out...
Let them see what the inside of these jails look
like. Maybe that will be a deterrent to them...'u
The transcript went on to say:
...Maybe a couple of days in jail will solve the
problem...I am going to set $5,000.00 bail on each.
Now, I am leaving word that if bond is presented,
the matter is to be sent back to me, and I 11 tell
you right now, if they put up $5,000.00 bail, I 11
make it $10,000, and if they put up ten, I'll make
it $25,000.00. I want these boys to spend one or
two days in jail...I think that the only way to
teach these boys anything is to give them a taste
of the inside of a jail...71
72
Even though the boys had no prior record they were
subjected to detention. The determination of the courts to
detain the boys and the bonding companies cooperating with
the courts made freedom a distant dream for those two boys.
The accounts above took place in the city of New York.
However, the larger question is, does this procedure take





The data in this chapter indicated that economic,
political, cultural and social factors impacted upon
judicial discretion in such a manner that the supposedly
neutral process of bailbonding could be and is sometimes
rendered biased. The people that seem to be victims of these
circumstances are usually poor, Black or those engaged in some
type of political activities.
Furthermore under the present structure of bail
bonding, the only beneficiary is the bondsman. Consequently
the defendants stand a great chance of paying out money even
though they maybe found totally innocent of any wrong doing.
Also the literature suggest that the bail system in America
is economically self defeating since the cost of detaining
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A total of two hundred questionnaires were sent out
and one hundred and thirty individuals responded. These
respondents represented a cross section of the Fulton
County area and an overwhelming majority responded to all
of the items on the questionnaire. Some even offered other
information by attaching letters.
At the outset, this study found that bail is not con
stitutionally guaranteed, but is guaranteed by statute,
the Judiciary Act of 1789. However when questioned about
whether or not bail was a privilege or a right, 31% of the
respondents felt that bail was not in fact a right all
citizens should enjoy. This could indicate why bail is
sometimes set excessively high for some defendants.
The Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution
states that "bail should not be excessive." This terminology
within itself is very vague and can be interpreted various
ways. It seems however that a person's economic stability,
income and employment status would certainly be contribu
ting factors in determining what amount is or is not ex
cessive. Yet under the present system, the above items do
not serve this end; instead they determine whether or not
a defendant is given pretrial release or is detained. This
phenomenon serves to the detriment of the poor.
Since this question is one that is advanced repeat
edly it was deemed necessary to entertain that notion on
the questionnaire. The question asked was, should bail
be any higher than the defendant can afford? Thinking
-62-
along the lines that bail should not be excessive, responses
were expected that would reflect this notion also. However,
this was not the case because most felt that income should
not be a factor in determining the amount of bail a defen
dant has to pay. Sixty-three percent (63%) of the respon
dents felt that income should not be a factor in setting
bail. Instead, they felt that only the crime the defendant
is charged with should be the deciding factor. This could
be the answer as to why so many poor people are detained
before their trial because, in a very real sense, bail set
out of their economic grasp.
The above set of facts lead to another interesting
phenomenon concerning the acquittal of defendants detained
before trials as compared to those defendants obtaining
pretrial release. In Chapter III the data obtained sug
gested that pretrial release plays an important role in de
ciding defendants' guilt or innocence.1 According to the
study, the psychological effect of seeing a defendant ex-
corted into the courtroom by a marshall leads to precon
ceived opinions about the defendant.
In an effort to determine how the members of the
criminal justice system in Fulton County felt about this
notion, interviews were administered and also a section of
= a t> 1 S6^ ?onald Goldfarb, Ransom, (New York: Harper
and Row Publishers) 1965 and Hio-Ris article found in
Thejtew Republic entitled "The Great Bail Scandal?"
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the questionnaire dealt with, this issue. All the judges
interviewed stated that pretrial release did not have any
effect on the outcome of the trial while the majority of
the bondsmen and lawyers felt to the contrary.
Seventy-two percent (72) of the questionnaire re
spondents stated that people out on bail stand a better chance
of being acquitted than people who were not awarded pretrial
release. Generally lawyers believed that pretrial release
was a positive factor in gaining an acquittal because the
defendant could help in preparing his defense if he was not
detained.
Even though the bondsmen were reluctant to respond to
the above issue, they did express a desire for a defendant
to be able to acquire pretrial release. This response was
expected since their livelihood is determined by whether or
not they are able to sell bonds.
Ninety-five percent of the lawyers, bondsmen and
judges questioned stated that the only purpose of bail was
to assure that the defendant appeared for court. However
when asked in a "check" question whether or not bail had
other usages forty-six percent answered in the affirmative,
forty-nine percent responded negatively and five percent
offered no opinion. Among those respondents who thought
bail had usages other than for the defendant's appearance
several other purposes were given.
Some stated that bail was used as protective measure
(for jurors and witnesses to protect them from possible
-64-
hostile defendants), and one judge stated that the purpose
of bail was to permit the defendant to get back on the
streets so he could continue to work and support his
family. The judge felt that by doing this neither the
defendant nor his family would be a burden to the taxpayers.
The response of this particular judge left itself open
for criticism on several grounds. Number one, if the purpose
of bail was as he stated, then why is bail set out of the
financial reach of many defendants. Number two, why is a
new bond set if the trial is transferred to a higher court.
If money is to be the determining factor and the defendant
does not have the sum requested, then the defendant would
definitely be a burden to the taxpayer either directly or
indirectly, if the defendant is the breadwinner for his
family, the taxpayers pay for the aid to maintain his family
and also for his incarceration.
In an effort to gauge the attitudes of the people
responding to the questionnaire concerning the administering
of bail to Black people, other minorities and civil rights
activists, questions were asked to generate their opinions.
Forty-nine percent of the respondents felt that Black and
other minorities were discriminated against through the
administration of bail. Forty-four percent felt that Blacks
and other minorities were not discriminated against through
2
. . '[his response was given by a judge in the Atlanta
Criminal Court. His name and all other names will be
given at the request of the respondents.
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the administration of bail and six percent offered no re-
sponse.
The data collected indicate that one hundred percent
of the judges interviewed and a great percentage of the
bondsmen felt that Blacks and other minorities were not
victims of discrimination as a result of the administration
of bail, on the other hand, it was the lawyers that felt
that the reverse was in fact reality.
When questioned whether or not bail for civil rights
activists was higher than necessary, the trend was similar
to the above responses. All of the judges stated that the
bail for this group of people was not unnecessarily high
Overall, forty-nine percent of the people questioned f.lt
that bail for the civil rights activists was set too high
Fifteen percent said that bail was not set too high for this
9rouP and thirty-five percent did not offer an opinion .ainly
because they were not "knowledgeable" enough on this par
ticular concern to respond intelligently.
The factor that all progressive people should ponder
very carefully is that the people responsive for determining
bail (the judges! stated that they felt bail was not too high
for the activist, if one juxtaposed this notion to factual
information found in the literature, one would find an
obvious contradiction.
According to findings of The Report of the
, demonstrators of the
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1960 era were charged a higher amount of bail than the
commission deemed necessary.3 Aiso, patterns of dis
crimination are evident in the administration of bail as
it exist today.4
The literature suggest that people who have co»uni-
ty ties should be considered for pretrial release based on
their written promise to appear in court. This act is com
monly called release on one's own recognizance, if a de_
fendant has a home, a family and a job in the plaoe where
the crime is committed, most likely the defendant win not
skxp town to avoid court appearance. Even though the above
"ay be the genera! mode of thinking, some of the people
that responded to the questionnaire felt to the contrary.
As a matter of fact, thirty-seven percent of the
respondents fe!t that even if a person had comity ties
he should not be released on his own recognizance and six
respondents or five percent of those questioned did not
respond. However fifty-eight percent stated that given the
fact that an accused person had co^unity ties he should
be able to obtain pretrial release on his own recc9ni2anoe.
Some of the literature suggests that the bailbonding
institution is being infiitrated by compQnents Qf ^^
crxme in some parts of the United states, m the Fulton
See Chapter in.
See Chapter V, VI, and VII.
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County area, based upon the questions fifty_six percent
of the respondents did not agree 1th this notion. However
eleven percent of then, felt that organized crime played a
vital role in the bailbonding institution in the United
States. For various articulated reasons, thirty-four per
cent of the respondents did not respond to this particular
concern. Some indicated that question was too touchy to
-erlt a response, still others felt they did not have
enough data to make a judgment on this concern.
Still another interesting occurrence in the literature
x. focused on the possibility of members of the criminal
:ustice system receiving "kickbacks" from bondsmen. This
kickback is supposed to repay the favor of referring de
fendant to a certain lawyer for future considerations, of
course this practice is illegal and unethical.
Vet, thirty-four percent of the respondents felt that
this illegal procedure was practiced in the Fulton County
Area. Forty-one percent felt that, kickbacks were not prac
ticed in Fulton county and twenty-five percent did not
respond, probably because they deemed the question too
controversial.
Given the problems and discrepancies that exist in the
present administration of bail, one would be led to think
that the judges, lawyers and maybe even the bondsmen would
like to see the system reorganized or restructured. Even
though they did not offer alternative, to the present system,
the majority of the respondents ,80%, were not satisfied
-68-
with the adminstration of bail as it exists in the United
States today. Eighty-three percent stated that a definite
reorganization was in order.
Even though many respondents (78%) felt that bail
bondsmen should not be eliminated, they expressed desires
to see more release on one's own recognizance, especially
those defendants who have economic and social roots in the
community in which they live. These interviews and ques
tionnaires were conducted with key personnel in the bail
system of Fulton County. These people, as a whole did not
find discriminatory practices although discrimination is
clearly evident in the data. The data in the following
chapters are ample evidence of discrimination, whether it
is intentional or not.
After reviewing the literature and probing the at
titudes of various administrators within the bail system
of Pulton county, it is apparent that consistency does not
exist on some of the more important issues concerning bail.
Based on some of the responses given, one should under
stand why certain segments of the population feel that they
do not get a fair chance from the bail system. This can be
surmised by the great number of respondents that stated in
come should not be a factor in setting bail.
Clearly this has a negative impact on the poor and the
unemployed. We are told over and over that defendants are
innocent until proven guilty. Yet many innocent people
-69-
are detained because of an inability to pay the premium for a
bailbond. This fact is alarming considering the study by
Goldfarb5 that indicates people out on bail stand a better




AN ANALYSIS OF BAIL AWARDED IN FULTON COUNTY
1950-1978
In this chapter, data relating to the awarding of bail
in Fulton County, Georgia during the years 1950 through 1978
are presented. These data were obtained from the Fulton
County Jail cards and the Fulton County Jail dockets.1
The data will be stratified according to the crime,
age, sex, race and the amount of bail each defendant was
required to pay. These data should yield some insights into
the patterns of awarding bail in Fulton County given the
variables used in this study. In a general sense these
data should serve as an aid in determining whether or not
there are discriminatory practices in the administration of
bail in Fulton County. More specifically these data should
generate information to substantiate or reject propositions
"c" through "e." Those propositions stated:
Information usually found in the files of the Fulton
County Jail is transferred to the Atlanta Historical Society
after a period of about ten years. The information found on
the file cards in the Fulton County Jail and the information
found in the dockets at the Atlanta Historical Society are
about the same, but with one major exception. That exception
being that in the latter the occupational information is not
taiven. Therefore it was necessary to talk to employees of
fthe Fulton County Jail to get as much information as pos
sible concerning the occupational patterns of defendants
housed in the jail during this period of study (1950-1960)
as well as the next period of study (1961)-1970).
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c. That bail will tend to be higher for Blacks than
for whites committing the same offense during the
time period examined.
d. That bail for males will tend to be higher than
that awarded to females committing the same of
fense .
e. That bail will tend to be higher for poor peple
than "non-poor" people committing the same of
fense.
The composite data of bail by crimes during the period
1950 through 1978 are displayed in Appendix "c," "d" and "e."
Section A of this chapter is a presentation of data on the
2
amount of bail stratified in terms of race and age and
Section B is a presentation of data on the amount of bail re
quired stratified as to race and sex.
Bail Required by Race, Age and Sex
Table 5-1 contains information concerning the crimes
bheft by taking. As one can detect from viewing the table,
Information is displayed as to the age, race and bail of
iefendants charged with theft by taking. Through the use
2
Upon reviewing the data collected for this study, it
found that the ages of the defendants ranged from seven-
:een years old to sixty-five years old. Yet, there were not
enough defendants over the age of fifty to add any value to
:his study if they were isolated into a separate category.
Therefore in an effort to allow age to serve as a control
for race, two categories were formed. The defendants were
rategorized into age groups from seventeen years old to
;hirty years old and from thirty-one years old to sixty-five
'ears old. This in part, will allow us to determine if age
is opposed to race is a more important factor in setting
:he amount of bail a defendant is charged.
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3 .
of interviews it was determined that on a whole the Black
defendants during this period were either unemployed, under
employed or generally had low paying jobs. The white de
fendants on the other hand enjoyed a greater income and/or
earning capacity.
The data in Table 5-1 reveal that the Black defendants
in the age category from seventeen to thirty years of age
paid $100.00 more for bail than the three other categories
in the same table. The defendants in the other categories
were all charged $200.00 for their bailbond. (See the table
below.)
TABLE 5-1















This indicates that overall the white defendants have
to raise less money to obtain pretrial release, hence making
it less likely they will be detained.
. . These interviews were with the Fulton County Jail
Administrators to determine the occupational background
?f the defendants since this information was not available
t" 1978 D°CketS' excePfc for the eight year period from 1971
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Given the fact that Black defendants in Table 5-1 are
largely either unemployed or underemployed, their chances
of raising the bail money is limited. Also, since many of
them fall under the bad risk category, bondsmen may not
post their bond. Ultimately, the defendants end up in jail
which further limits and restricts their means of raising
the required bond money.
The next crime to be discussed in Section A is rape.
The awarding of bail for rape is usually the exception
rather than the rule and this notion is supported by the data
generated from this study. An analysis of the defendants
who are granted bail when charged with rape indicates that
defendants from both races, in the age category from seven
teen to thirty, were charged $1,000.00. CSee Table 5-2)
TABLE 5-2
RAPE; MEDIAN BAIL BY RACE AND AGE
f=120
RACE BAIL
17 " 30 Black $1,000.00
31 ~ 65 Black $2,000.00
17 " 30 White $1,000.00
31 ~ 65 White $3,050.00
The median bail for defendants from both races, in the
age category from thirty one to sixty-five, is higher than
the median bail of both races in the age category from
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seventeen to thirty. The median bail charged to the Black
defendants in the thirty-one to sixty-five age category is
$1,000.00 more than the median amount charged to both races
in the younger age bracket. Also, the median bail charged
to the white defendants in the older age category is not
only $2,050.00 more than the median bail of the younger
age category of both races, but is also $1,050.00 more than
the median bail of Black defendants in the same category.
Even though the Black defendants in the younger age cate
gory were charged the same amount as their white counterparts
and even though the Black defendants in the older age cate
gory were charged $1,050.00 less than their white counter
parts, this should not be only factor used in an effort to
determine if Blacks were discriminated against on a larger
scale than whites when charged with rape. Another factor,
which in the case of rape may be more important than the
amount of bail required, is the number of Black defendants
who were not even granted bail as compared to the number of
white defendants who were granted bail. This information is
displayed in Table 5-3 and indicates that Black defendants
are granted bail in fewer than their white counterparts.
More specifically, 62% of the Black defendants in the
age category from seventeen to thirty were denied bail as
compared to 58% of their white counterparts. The Black
defendants in the age category from thirty-one to sixty-
five had the greatest percentage of cases in which bail was
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TABLE 5-3
RAPE: PERCENTAGE OF DEFENDANTS DENIED














denied when compared to the other groups charged with rape.
Eighty percent of the Black defendants in the older age
group, whose median bail was higher than all the other
groups, had the smallest percentage of its members being
denied bail because only fifty percent of the white de
fendants in the older age group were denied bail.
These data suggest that over all the white defendants
stood a better change of pretrial release when compared to
the Black defendants who were charged with rape. This con
clusion was reached because a slightly higher bail is more
advantageous than not having bail awarded, a situation in
which a greater number of Black defendants found themselves.4
Still another factor of concern is the disproportionate
number of Blacks charged with rapes as compared to whites.
History has shown that white women often accuse Black men
of rape when the charge is not justified and the Scottsboro
Cases are examples. (See Powell v. Alabama 287 U S 45
and Norris v Alabama 294 U. ~sT~5B7~.T ~
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The data concerning murder is also revealing as well as
perplexing and in many ways similar to the previous crime
of rape. After viewing Table 5-4, we can surmise that
bail was awarded rather consistently. Of the defendants
allowed bail in each age category, the median bail was
$2,000.00.
TABLE 5-4















The factor of distinction, as in the cases of rape,
is the percentage of Black denied bail as compared to the
percentage of whites denied bail. (See Table 5-5)
TABLE 5-5
MURDER; PERCENTAGE OF DEFENDANTS DENIED















The Black defendants in both age categories, whose percent
ages of bail denial were 72% and 74% respectively, were
denied bail at a greater percentage rate than their white
counter-parts whose rate of denial was 63% and 64% re
spectively. This reality makes pretrial release for most
Black defendants charged with murder a distance dream.
The crime of burglary yields even more critical in
formation concerning the awarding of bail. (See Table 5-6
below.) The analysis of the data concerning burglary
indicated that both races had approximately the same cases
TABLE 5-6















reported. However, the committal rates are the only ap
parent similarities because in both age categories, seven
teen to thirty and thirty-one to sixty-five, Blacks, com
paratively speaking, were given higher bail than their
white counterparts. Black defendants in the age category
from seventeen to thirty paid a median bail of $1,000.00
more than the white defendants in that same age group and
also $1,000.00 more than the white defendnts in the older
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age group. The Black defendants in the age category from
thirty-one to sixty-five, whose median bail was $3,000.00
was required to pay more for a bailbond than any of the
other groups.
This disposition of bail indicates that the white
defendants have a distinct advantage in getting pretrial
release, especially given the occupational backgrounds of
the Black defendants discussed previously in this chapter.
Hence the data suggest that even though the same offense
was committed, the awarding of bail was such that Black
defendants were at a comparative disadvantage.
The last crime to be considered in this .section is
prostitution. The data suggest that bail was awarded on a
TABLE 5-7

















fairly equal basis for both races in each age category. The
median bail for each group was uniformly set at $1,000.00,
a finding that was not apparent in any other crime this
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study emcompasses.
In this section, bail awarded by race and sex, there is
sufficient evidence to show that more Black people than
white people are "victimized" as a result of Fulton County's
administration of bail. Black people were charged higher
bail in all cases except prostitution.5 Also, after de
termining from the interviews with jail personnel that the
majority of these defendants were also poor, one is led to
question whether or not the Eighth Amendment of the United
States Constitution has been breached. Hence proposition
"c" and "e" are demonstrated to be correct.
To test the validity of proposition "d," which stated
that bail for males will tend to be higher than that
awarded to females committing the same offense, data were
stratified according to race and sex.
The same crimes, except rape and prostitution, were
analyzed to draw conclusions. The crimes of rape and pro
stitution were purposely omitted from this section because
the nature of these crimes are such that they do not lend
themselves to this heterosexual comparison.
Theft by taking is the first crime examined in section
B and by viewing Table 5-8 several conclusions can be drawn.
Firstly, the median bail for males was $300.00, which is
$100.00 more than the median bail for females whose median
cases than their white counterparts.
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TABLE 5-8
THEFT BY TAKING; MEDIAN BAIL BY RACE AND SEX
Black and White (Combined)
Black
White


















bail was $200.00. Secondly, the median bail for Black male
and the white male is also $300.00. Thirdly, the median
bail for the Black female is the same as the Black and
white male defendants; however, it is $200.00 more than
the white female. This indicates that of all the groups
studied the white female is required to pay less for a bail-
bond when charged with the crime theft by taking. Therefore
one can assume that the reasons Blacks as a race paid more
for a bond when charged with theft by taking was because
of the noticeable difference in the amount of bail required
for the Black female as compare to the white female.
In analyzing the crime, of murder along racial and
sexual lines, an obvious disparity exist in the committal
rate of males when compared to females. (See Table 5-9.)
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TABLE 5-9



























The committal rate is almost six to one with the males being
higher. The white female had the smallest committal rate
yet none of them was granted bail. Black females were
charged with murder on a larger scale than white females,
however, they were granted bail only in 13% of the cases
and their median bail was $550.00.
The Black male, whose median bail was $7,500.00, was
higher than any other group awarded bail and was denied
bail on more occasions than the white male. The Black
females, when compared to the males of both races, had a
higher rate of bail denial and a higher median of bail than
the white males.
The data seem to indicate that the females convicted
murder were charged less for bail when bail was in fact
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granted, yet the percentage of cases of females being denied
bail is greater. However one must keep in mind the limited
number of female cases surveyed as compared to the number of
male cases surveyed.
TABLE 5-10
MURDER; PERCENTAGE OF DEFENDANTS DENIED
BAIL BY RACE AND SEX
RACE
Black and White (Combined
Black
White

















The data concerning burglary, like that of theft by
taking, makes for a stronger argument that males are charged
more for a bailbond than females. (See Table 5-11.)
TABLE 5-11
BURGLARY: MEDIAN BAIL BY RACE AND SEX
RACE SEX BAIL



























The median bail for males was three times that of females.
Also the median bail for the Black males was $750.00 more
than that of white males and $2,900.00 than that of white
females. Even though the Black female paid less than the
white male, she paid five time more than the white female.
CHAPTER VI
SOCIAL CHANGE AND SOCIAL DISORDER AND THEIR
EFFECT ON THE ADMINISTRATION OF BAIL
The purpose of this chapter is twofold. The first
urpose is to determine the validity of proposition "f"
dvanced earlier, namely:
That bail for Blacks, poor people and males will
tend to be higher during periods of high stress
against social institutions.
to test this proposition the periods of 1950 through 1978
be divided into three distinct periods, each covering
About ten years. The three periods will be as follows:
J950 to 1960, 1961 to 1970 and 1971 to 1978. These periods
Jere specifically selected so that we can assess rates of
bail for the classes specified above during the 60's, a
period of high social stress in the United States in general
and Atlanta in particular and compare them to the rate of
bail assigned to the same classes of defendants during
periods of social stress.
The second purpose of this chapter is related to the
first, however; it is to try to develop tentative explana
tions of the effects of social disorder upon the administra-
ti on of bail in general.
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The preceding chapter of this research project clearly
notes that inconsistency and discrimination are apparent in
the administration of bail. The poor, Blacks and males are
discriminated against and are trapped in the political and
social maze of the bailbonding system. Looking at the plight
of the poor in each of the periods studied and especially
1971-1978, it is clear that their bail bonds were unconsti
tutionally high. This seems to indicate that an additional
penality is attached because of the defendant's economic in
security.
If the crime committed is the same and the only vari
able is income, yet bail for the poor is higher than that of
the people afforded a decent income, then maybe there is some
truth in the thought that people are penalized for being
poor. This fact should not surprise us because this dual
system of justice has been in existence throughout the his-
bory of man. Examples to substantiate this can be found in
the fact that in one period of history people caught begging
were imprisoned and that poor people could not marry out of
:heir class. This is to say that higher bail bonds is just
modernized method of oppressing the poor.
It seems that conditions and circumstances causing
poverty should be considered in setting bail, but this is
eft up to the discretion of the judge. This author suggests
hat one rationale for overlooking the causes of poverty and
hus setting bail exceedingly high could be the belief in the
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protestant work ethic by judicial authorities. Believers
in the protestant work ethic feel that anyone who works
hard does not have to to be impoverished and it is the
fault of the individual (ie: laziness) if he does not
achieve success.
Therefore the higher bail awarded to poor people could
be viewed as one of many mechanisms to remind the poor that
they are not living up to the expectations of the protestant
work ethic. However, these same people that are determining
the fate of others fail to critically look at the system
that causes people to be poor in the first place.
Even though one's economic condition should be con-
iidered, it seems as though the only thing taken into ac
count is that a crime has been committed. This is clearly
rticulated by Isaac Balbus when he wrote the following:
Mnn^egai-rati°nality dictates that the administra
tion of justice responds only to specific acts; that
only the empirical question of whether or not a
formally proscribed act has been committed is a rele-
llol Crst?r1?? f°r \h? W^tion of punitive sane-
,J°";. Strictly speaking, the question of the sub
stantive motivation for the act is irrelevant to the
»whv"mn?a^°n °f g?llt? the law responds not to the
nr L« I 5 aCtS bU^ slmP1yit° the facts that it has
or has not been committed...!
If the above is correct, then the Eighth Amendment to
tiie United States Constitution is not worth the paper it was
written on. Clearly one's economic condition should come
into focus when trying to determine whether or not bail is
excessive.
Issac D. Balbus, The Dialectic of
ew York: The Russell ^TTlI^T
Repression
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Looking further into the discriminatory practices
found in the administration of bail as it relates to this
study, attention should again be focused upon race and sex.
The race and sex of defendants should not be variables in
determining the amount of bail required. However, the data
clearly show they were taken into account, whether con
sciously or unconsciously, in the period examined (1950-
1978) in this study.
In effort to determine which of the periods studied
exhibited the most visible patterns of discrimination in re
lation to race and sex, the crimes in this study will be
isolated in each period for review. At the outset this
author hypothesized that the discrimination would be more
visible during periods of social and political unrest.
Of the three periods surveyed in the chapter, the
period of 1961 to 1970 is considered the period characterized
as experiencing the greatest degree of social and political
inrest. This conclusion was reached because of the racial
conflicts in this period that led to disorder and riots in
Atlanta and other major cities across the country as well
is the anti-Vietnam War demonstrations that were also ap-
arent in this period. If bail for the period 1961 to 1970
oes in fact experience the greatest patterns of discrimi-
ation as compared to the other two periods, then the assert
ions in proposition "f" are true.
The Atlanta Journal, April 2, 1968, p. 1; April 4,
11968, pp. 4 and 8; Aoril 5, 1968, p. 1, 6, 8; April 6, 1968,
. 1.
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The first crime to be analyzed to determine what pat
terns of fluctuation exist, if any, in each period is theft
by taking.
TABLE 6-1
DIFFERENCE IN BAIL REQUIRED BY PERIODS:





















































m overview of the above table supports the fact that as a
ule Black people are required to pay a higher premium for
bailbond. The data relating to theft by taking indicate
hat the race of the defendant, not the sex, is a more
mportant indicator as to whether or not the amount of bail
equired for pretrial release will be higher.
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In the period 1950 to I960, the median bail for the
lack defendants was $100.00 more than the median bail for
vhite defendants. The stratification of the defendants along
exual lines in this period shows no apparent differences in
:he median amount of bail required. However when the data
n the period were stratified according to race and sex,
;everal discrepancies were exposed. Firstly, the median
il required for the Black male, which is $200.00, is
100.00 more than the median bail required for the white
tale and white female whose median bail was $100.00 re
spectively. Secondly, the Black female was required to pay
he same amount as the Black male, therefore; the Black
emale also paid more for a bailbond than both the white male
nd the white female.
These same patterns existed in the period of 1971 to
978, even though to a greater extent. In the period of
961 to 1970, a uniformed median of bail was required for
each category, which was quite a contrast from the other
two periods in the same table.
In the crime of rape, another factor must be considered
id that factor should also be considered for the crime of
marder. The percentage of the defendants not granted bail will
have to be taken into account to race since it is a crime
rimarily committed by males and therefore there were not
enough cases of rape committed by females to make a compara-
.ve analysis along sexual lines.
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The periods of 1950 to 1960 and 1961 to 1970 showed
that the median bail required for Black defendants not only
was more than that required for white defendants but Black
defendants were also denied bail at a greater percentage
rate than their white counterparts.
TABLE 6-2
DIFFERENCE IN BAIL REQUIRED BY PERIODS:















DIFFERENCE IN BAIL REQUIRED BY PERIODS: RAPE;













The rate changes apparent for those defendants granted bail
in 1950 to 1960 and 1961 to 1970 were $250.00 and $2,500.00
respectively and the changes in the percentages of defendants
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lenied bail were thirty percent and twenty-five percent re
spectively. The data in the period of 1971 to 1978 indicated
:hat the median bail required for Blacks was less than the
riedian bail required for whites but the Black defendants
were denied bail thirty-six percent of the time as compared
1:o the fact that white defendants were granted bail in each
:ase.
Given the fact in most cases the denial of bail is more
critical than a slightly higher bail, we can determine that
IVen thou5h Bla<*s were discriminated against in each period,
:hey actually fared better in the period 1961 to 1970, com
paratively speaking.
For the crime of murder, Tables 6-4 and 6-5 will be




DIFFERENCE IN BAIL REQUIRED BY PERIODS: MURDER;

































No Bail Granted $ 1,000.00
$ 9,000.00
$1,500.00 no Bail Granted $10,000.00
No Cases Recorded No Bail Granted No Bail Granted
TABLE 6-5
DIFFERENCE IN BAIL REQUIRED BY PERIODS: MURDER;









































*» stratified according to race, the median bail required
or Blacks was S750.00 less than the median bail required
'or whites in the period 1950 to 1960, the same in the
■eriod 1961 to 1970, and $4,000.00 more in the period 1971
o 1978. However, in each period the percentage of Blacks
lenied bail compared to whites was greater, thereby making
■retrial release harder to obtain for Black defendants
:harged with murder. Looking closer at Table 6-5, we can
letermine that the rate change of defendants denied bail is
east apparent in the period 1961 to 1970. These data sug-
-est that of all three periods. Blacks stood a better chance
of pretrial release in the period 1961 to 1970.
When the data concerning murder were stratified along
sexual and racial lines, a coherent pattern of rate change
Jid not exist as was obvious in other crimes of this study.
the females, white females in particular, seemed to have
<»otten the most harsh treatment when compared to the other
iroups. (see Tables 6-4 and 6-5.) They had more cases of
bail being denied than any other group, even though in the
>?lr.t period there were no recorded cases of white females
■fitting the crime of murder. Again the data suggest that
fales were discriminated against least in the second period
|hen compared to the other two.
The crime of burglary yields information similar to
Jhat found in the crime theft by taking, m terms of the
jacial factor, Blacks were required to pay a median bail
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hat was higher than whites in each period and though the
ate change for the races remained the same in the first
nd second periods it was greater in the third period.
The information dealing with males vis-a-vis females
sjhow the same trends existing in terms of both the median
tount of bail required and the patterns of rate changes.
The Black male in each period was required to pay more for
bkil than any other group but the Black female actually
paid less than any other group comparatively speaking. (See
T4ble 6-6.)
TABLE 6-6
DIFFERENCE IN BAIL REQUIRED BY PERIODS:



















































Overall Blacks and males fared better in the second
period so far as rate change is concerned because during
this period the rate change was lower or was the same as the
ether periods, even though in each period they actually paid
more than their white and female counterparts.
The data generated from prostitution are only strati
fied along racial lines since this crime is primarily com
mitted by females and therefore not enough cases of males
committing this crime were evident to make a worthwhile
analysis along sexual lines. The administration of bail for
both races committing the crime prostitution as a whole is
mere uniformed than any other crime examined in this study.
Even though the Blacks in the period of 1950 to 1960 were
required a median bail of $250.00 more than the whites of
thkt same period, the median bail for Blacks and whites
wejre the same in the other two periods.
TABLE 6-7
DIFFERENCE IN BAIL REQUIRED BY PERIODS














So far as to the assertion that Blacks would actually be
penalized more in the period of 1961 to 1970 as compared to
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the other two periods is ooncerned/
really is not the case.
Overall, in each period of study. Blacks, poor (as
determined from the interviews and Appendix « and ™ies
(emphasis on Black males) were required to pay higher bail
The groups named above not only had higher bonds required
for them, but also with feW expections had ™ore cases in
which bail was denied outright, it seems that while high
bail is repressive, the denial of bail is even more repres
sive, vet in each of the three periods studied, the Blacks,
|he poor, and the males (again emphasis on the Black male)
vere denied bail more often than the other groups. This,
then, supports the notion that there exist double standards
in the administration of bail in Fulton County. The sad
part is as long as the people with the power to change these
double standards fail to realize that they do in fact exist,
tie problems will never be solved.
At the outset of this research project, part of the
h^othesis centered around the notion that bail for the
previously named group would be substantially higher in the
Period of 1961 to 1970. This was hypothesized because this
«.thor felt that the social and political revolution of the
H60'" W°Uld °3USe bail to ris* *« the above group in the
crimes studied as a means of suppressing criminal and re
volutionary activities. This was not the case because
generally speaking even though Blacks, poor, and males paid
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more for bailbonds than whites, rich and females in each
period, they enjoyed lower rates, comparatively speaking,
during the 1960's when compared to the other two periods.
This author felt that the 1960's would experience the
greatest degree of fluctation for the crimes analyzed in
this study but the projected increase was not apparent,
Instead the amount required for bailbonds was fairly stable
ind in some cases the rate decreased. The reason for this
finding is still related to the political and social revolu
tion that took place.
The criminal justice system was preoccupied with trying
> suppress the collective violence of this period that they
emed destructive to the status quo and therefore did not
put emphasis on the crimes of this study because they were
>t a part of the collective violence. As a result, no
m rked increase was apparent for bailbonds in the crimes
ntioned in this study because the criminal justice system
d not want to detain these people, hence the lower bail-
nd and the lower than expected increase. This author feels
at the rationale for the above phenomenon was due to the
ct that the criminal justice system wanted to use its re-
urces (example: jail space) for those participants of
the collective crimes (looting, burning and demonstration)
anjd collective violence.
Isaac Balbus stated that more emphasis was put on the
criminality of the acts of collective violence rather than
m
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their political implication because this was an attempt to
repress the movement of the sixties. If the "white justices"
ere to focus upon the criminality of the collective vio
lence, they had to be less harsh in other areas of crimes
such as those with which this study deals.
In the period of 1971 to 1978, the period after 1961
to 1970, there exist a rapid increase in bail for males,
Slacks and the poor. The reason being that since the poli
tical movement of the 1961 to 1970 period had been success
fully repressed, the collective violence contained, and the
system no longer in danger of being overthrown, attention
now be turned to other every day crimes not associated
th collective violence. Consequently higher bail bonds
xe awarded to the poor, the Blacks and the male popula-
on in the period of 1971 to 1978. (See the tables con-
ined in the chapter.)
The Effects of Social Disorder on
the Administration of Bail
The Criminal Justice system is only a subsystem of a
larger one existing within society. All of the numerous
subsystems work together to maintain order in a society
w
w
so that day to day routines will not be altered or abolished,
Balbus, The Dialectics of Legal Repression, p. 12,
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The system must be flexible enough to effectively deal with
all the demands advanced by various sectors or groups with
in society.
David Easton, in his book entitled A Systems Analysis
of Political Life, asserts that:
If a system is to be able to deal with its daily af
fairs of converting demands into binding outputs; it
is not enough for the members to support the political
community...4
Easton infers that there should also exist support not
only for the system of government but also supports for
people in leadership positions of the various subsystems,
f for some reason the people fail to support the system
r its leader, the system is in danger of being overthrown.
Easton further states that a "system will finally suc-
:umb unless it adopts measures to cope with stress."5
sually stress within a system will be apparent when one
>r more groups within the system feel that there exist a
ap between commitment and performance. In efforts to gain
ome of the demands promised to them but never actually
ealized, these groups may sometimes resort to activities
ot sanctioned by the system.
In any effort to control these dissatisfied groups
which are preceived as threats to the total system, all
4,
David Easton, A Systems Analysis of Political Life,
flew York: John Wiley & Sons, 1965), p. 215.
'ibid., p. 220.
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parts of the system usually work together to suppress the
hostile groups. This control cannot be accomplished with
tra legal means without inviting further stress which
would then have a legitimate basis for existance. There
fore the authorities of the system seek to restore control
and maintain order through the existing legal structures,
which also may be repressive in nature.6
*
While there exist many methods of legal repression,
:he one this study concerns itself with is the manipulation
>f the bail bonding system to achieve system maintenance,
'his is done in various ways and is most apparent during
>eriods of social or political disorders to control col-
.ective violence. According to The Report of the National
dvisory Commission on Civil Disorders, commonly called the
:erner Report, in periods of social or political disorder
he first technique used in effort to restore order is
irass arrest.
The report went on to say that not only were the people
involved in the disorder arrested, but also innocent specta
tors were herded into jails.8 The commission had sufficient
evidence to determine that these massive arrests led to
serious deprivation of legal rights.9 This massive arrest
T^cJ^n ang?!?en^ tS baSed Upon P°rti°ns of the thesis
issac D. Balbus1 book, The Dialectics of Legal ~
8




tactic led to overcrowed conditions in regular and newly
created detention centers. Some of the impromptu detention
centers were underground police garages, city buses, and
armories which did not have adequate food, water, toilet
or medical facilities.10
Some of these people arrested in period of social
disorder were denied the right of a bail bond because they
were preceived as being dangerous to the community.11
Others had bail premiums set so high that they could not
possibly post bond, hence they had no other choice but to
be detained." I£ an accused defendant was ^ ^ ^^
the needed revenue to use aS bond, there were several legal
ly repressive ways to prevent the defendant's release.
One such method was the creation of special bail
policies during civil disorder.13 The prosecutors, the
councils and the judges worked together in raising the bail
to unusually high amounts to keep participants off the streets
until the stress was over. Another method used was the mul-
tiple charge 14








charges woula be leviea wouia ^ neede
*» each offense. Needless to say, freedom before tri.1 was
out of their economic reach.
in sorce cases when bail was suooessfully ^
not accepted by the bail aaministrators.15 flgain ^ _
txcn.1. was to prevent the defendants frora ret»rning to the
streets and engaging in further violence_ ^ ^^
o«enaers, Such as curfew violators was set at ala08t the same
«te „ . ball bond ,„ someQne who ^ ^^ ^ ^^
By doing this the syste, was using oail as a
deterrence to future poXitical crimes. fls noted before in
this research, the pUrpose of bail is to assure , person,s
aPpearance in court to stand trial for an offense he has
alle3eaiy co^ittea, not one he may comit sometirae .„
future.
Even though massive civil disorder is not a comnon
everyaay occurrence, when it aoes occur the system tries to
aeemphasiZe the social ana political significance which
xeated the disorder in the first place." Instead em-
Phasis is Placed on the criminality of participants actions
law. Summer 1968, Vol. 45,
17
Kerner Report, p. 341
Balbus, p. 12.
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which has an adverse effect on the participants as well as
their sympathizers.18
The misuse of the bail bond institution has also served
to destroy several politically active groups." Again, this
was achieved through legal but repressive means and massive
arrest, high bail and hence the drainage of funds were the
rule rather than the exception. After awhile, politically
active groups found themselves hurting for funds they so
sorely needed in order to maintain their existence. There
fore they had to alter programed activities ana change a-
3enda items which eventully eroded their effectiveness as an
organization.




callvact- ^ dld tO ™* *»"«cally active groups backing or sponsoring the social dis
order in the decade of the sixties. The use of infiltration
by special agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(P. B.I.) and other governmental agencies served to keep








consequently employed techniques to counter the activities
of protest groups.
Balbus advanced the argument that because riots and/
or collective violence are so infrequent the criminal jus
tice system does not know how to effectively deal with them
Therefore the criminal justice system reacts spontaneously •
and unplanned, hence the massive arrests and infringement
upon personal and civil rights. Based upon the findings of
this study, one can say with few exceptions that bail is
used as a tool of social control as well as a tool of op
pression.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS, FINDINGS AND ALTERNATIVES
The present bail system does not
tection of the laws as
nent of the United states ConstitutL^l „
Pendants that are not threat, to society, on the other
•■and, there exist laxity in the adrainistration of bail fo
those people who have the financial means necessary to
acquire bail. The system of bail administered in the
American courts burdens the defendants with iimited eco.
# a ^^ ^« ^^ p^ ^^^ ^ A^M% j^^
unly on money to secure i->,« ~
secure the presence of the defendant for
ial. Relying mainly on money inherently leaves r
questionin, the effectiveness of the bail JZJZT
questionable i. whether or not money is the most effective
aeterrence for non-appearance by accused defendants. Poor
P-Ple are systematically denied pretrial release because
of nothing more than their state of poverty.
The families of these defendants suffer also because
often the accused defendants are bread winners for their
entire family, if tni f ,
capUty is cut off abruptly and as'a r.lu'1^
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a wholesale basis, it is done in such an unnoticed way that
people overlook the fact that it is taking place.
This is a situation that this author refers to as
"velvet racism." "Velvet racism" describes those racist
acts that are accomplished in such a manner that they are
unnoticed. However the results of such acts are just as
destructive as those acts of racism that are more overt and
in every period this study covered, the same patterns of
discrimination took place because of the present system of
administering bail. Yet those people in the position to
|id the system of its inequalities failed to own up to the
realization that inequalities do in fact exist.
Even though these inequalities exist in the present
ssystem of administering bail, and even though the economic
soundness of the system is also questionable, there are
still some people who reap benefits from the bailing process.
The literature shows that the bondsmen are the primary, if
not the only, profiteers from the administration of bail.
The bondsmen can obtain all the money they put up in behalf
of the defendant whether the defendant is innocent or guilty;
yet the defendant will not receive any of his money back if
he acquired the services of the bondsmen.
While the present bail system does not meet the needs
ot all the people, a great majority of the people in the
criminal justice system are content with the money bail sys
tem. The interviews with lawyers, judges, and bondsmen
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reinforced this belief. The disappointing thing is that
these judges, lawyers and bondsmen are continuously over
looking the facts that people are being oppressed as a re
sult of the administration of bail and that a change is
definitely in order.
The findings of the Kerner Report tend to support the
onclusion that a conscious effort is made during periods
f social and/or political disorder to set bail oppressively
nd unconstitutionally high for people who are part of the
collective violence. This deliberate action on the part
of the criminal justice system is used as a means to get
nd keep rebellious individuals "off the streets." The de-
endants1 rights of due process under the fifth amendment,
qual protection under the fourteenth amendment, and the
revention of excessive bail under the eighth amendment of
tihe United States Constitution are breached during periods
of social and/or political disorder.
The rights of the individual then becomes subordinate
to maintenance of law, order and the status quo. Even if
these so called rebellious people have a legitimate reason
far demonstrating, and creating a state of unrest (example:
trying to obtain human rights or civil rights), the system
will suppress their movement at any cost. Arrest and high
bail are two of the many tools the system will use to main
in order. During times of political and social disorder,
tne practice of using high bail as a means to suppress the
-109-
disorder should not be acceptable, rnstead a conscious
effort should be made to deal with the causes of the dis
order, otherwise the rights of many people would be in-
fringed upon.
The data generated from this study indicated that
during periods os social and political disorder the crin.es
committed that are not a part of the "collective violence"
are not of major concern to the criminal justice system
d therefore bail for these crimes are not as high as
asual and the punishment is not as harsh. Speculation is
*at the criminal justice system wants these individuals
■■o obtain bail and release so that more concentration and
iail space could be used to suppress the "collective vio
lence." After the "collective violence" is effectively
jontained, emphasis is again put on the "everyday" crimes.
*nce we notice a great increase in bailbond cost and
longer detention periods. Therefore it seems that the crimi-
»1 justice system has a built in mechanism to oppress the
People it preceives as a menance.
The information in this study supports the fact that
the present system of bail is inadequate. lt is the opinion
of this author that more people could and should be released
or. their own recognizance, especially in non-capital cases.
This would eliminate the high cost bondsmen charge and at
the same time help people with limited incomes. The basic
benefits from such a plan are quite simple.
-110-
First of all, the defendant is not detained before
his trial and is thus allowed to maintain his job. If the
defendant can maintain his job, he can support his family
and neither will be an economic burden to the taxpayers.
If this is practiced routinely, emphasis must be placed on
e community ties the defendant has, whether job or family
elated, as well as the ability of the defendants to con-
ince the authorities that he will appear before the court
t the designated time.
The poor and Black would benefit greatly from this
sjystem of bail in which one can be released on personal
Recognizance. Personal recognizance eliminates the money
factor that usually cause the poor defendant to be jailed
pjrior to his trial. This would not only benefit the defen
dants but would also be a means of relieving the overcrowded
conditions in American jails.
This author is aware of the fact that release on per-
sdnal recognizance has been a part of the pretrial release
fob sometime. However this author is also aware that white
pebple and rich people are afforded this "luxury." The
argument advanced here is that more fair and liberal policy
shiuld be adhered to in order to help defendants with limited
economic means. Many people would argue that if the personal
recognizance method of pretrial release were made to be more
liberal, the appearance rate of defendants for trial would
drop.
-111-
This probably would not be the case based upon the
findings of the Vera Foundation. The Vera Foundation,
founded by Louis Schweitzer and named for his mother, was
a bail free project for people charged with various of
fenses. The Vera Foundation concluded that every time a
defendant is released before trial, $110.00 a day was
saved by the City of New York because the cost of pretrial
etention at the time of the study was approximately $123.00
day compared to a cost of $13.00 the Vera Foundation in-
:urred for processing. This study was made in the 1960's
!5o the savings today, based upon the facts above, would be
Enormous.
One study pointed out that of one thousand, eight
hundred (1,800) defendants released through the Vera
•undation without requirement of posting bail, only four-
en did not appear for trial,1 which is less than one
xcent of the total participants in that study. This
.gure is remarkable given the ratio of defendants that
>peared for court as compared to those defendants that
d not appear for court proceeding.
The results of the Vera Foundation's study is proof
at money is not always the best inducement for a defen
dant's appearance for court. The operation of money bail
an example of institutional subordination of non- whites
d
, i u» s- Congressional Record 87th Congress, May 14,
1964, 10515. '
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ana those people that are deemed
been legitimi2ed through ^
of the Vera Poundation have, in
~ney and gUarded the ^. ^
•=>eing detained in jail before the trial.
It was brought to this author's attention by . former
^ tte Pr°je« *»" ^ the vera Poundation that
once the project proved to be a success, the city of New
^ incorporated the project into the operations of the
The effectiveness of the project has decreased since
the oxty too, over its .d»lni.tration because ^ ^
^rded with other projects and has not devoted tne necessary
6 " m°nitOr thE V"a *«*«*• -t, if properly monitored
-t up such as the Vera project would be very beneficial
d economical to operate. Therefore an Option of the
a Piai, is . viable ^^ ^^ ^
the present bail system.
Still another alternative would be the adoption of a
nationwide "bail scale" that would fluctuate accordlng ^
th, offense and the income of the defendant. Bven though
th:-s „ recommended for first offenders by this author, it
cojld have Ximited use in oases of repeaters.
A need for structural change in the present bailbonding
M urgent, if every person_ regardiess ^^ ^
-3d, or belief, is to receive egual protection of the laws
V
as stated in the United states ^^^ ^ ^ ^
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:hat the bail bonding system is a part of a larger system,
.efore the evils of the bailbonding system can be alleviated,
he larger system that condones discrimination and racism
lust rid itself of these features. The data in this study
ndicate that discrimination and racism are both standout
eatures in the present bailbonding system. As stated above
his should be changed and hopefully any change brought forth
rill eliminate the injustices of the bailbonding system in




Directions: Please circle the response that best suit your
thoughts on the following statements. Read each statement




Bail is a privilege and not a right.
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree
12 3 4
Bail should not be any higher than the individual can
afford.
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree
12 3 4
Bail should not be given to poor people because they are
apt to skip town.
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree
12 3 4
Bail for Civil Rights demonstrators of the 1960 decade was
higher than necessary.
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree
12 3 4
Bail for Civil Rights activists should be higher than the
average man on the street.
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree
1 2 3 4
ail is used to assure the defendant will appear in court.
trongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree
12 3 4
3ail has other usages besides assuring the appearance of
defendants in court.

















Strongly Agree Agree M Strongly Disagree
J 4
Ttob.ll system is slowly being taken over by organized













Strongly Agree Agree Disagree strongly Disagree
The present bail system needs to be reorganized.
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree
2 3
I am satisfied with the present bail system






































Parties should not put their property
Strongly Agree
Agree
2 Disagree Strongly Disagree
4
APPENDIX B
QUESTIONS AND RESULTS OF THE ONE HUNDRED AND
THIRTY RESPONDENTS




trongly Disagree ! ! 50
No Response . !!!!!" 4





Strongly Disagree '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 26
fto Response '.'.'.' 6
3. Bail should not be given to poor people because thev




Strongly Disagree ...'!!!! 86
No Response !!!!!! 0
4. Bail for Civil Rights demonstrators of the 1960 decade
was higher than necessary.
Strongly Aqree ..... 24
**' Tree ...... a t\
D Lsagree 14
S :rongly Disagree '.'.'.'.". 6
No Response '.'.'.'.'.' 46
5. Bail for Civil Rights activists should be higher than the


















Bail has other usage besides assuring the appearance of
defendants in court.





The bail system benefits only Bondsmen.
Strongly Agree . .
Agree
Disagree . . . . .
Strongly Disagree





iPeople who have roots in a community should be released_on
Itheir own recognizance no matter what their financial cir-
umstances are.
















Borne members of the Criminal Justice System receive
[kickbacks" from bondsmen as a result of providing
business for them.
trongly Agree °













Bail is sometimes used as a tool of oppression directed
against blacks and other minorities.
Strongly Agree . .
Agree
Disagree . . . . .
Strongly Disagree






The present bail systems needs to be organized,




No Response . . .
I am satisfied with the present bail system.















People out on bail stand a better chance of being acquitted
than people that were not awarded pretrial release.
Strongly Agree . ,
Agree
Disagree . . . . ,
Strongly Disagree






There should exist a universal bail scale for specific
crimes throughout the United States.
Strongly Agree . .
Agree
Disagree . . . .
Strongly Disagree
No Response . . ,
Second offenders should be denied bail.



































Disagree . .' .' .'
Strongly Disagree
No Response









Parties should not put ther property up as bond.































































































































THEFT BY TAKING: 1950-1960 Continued



























































































































THEFT BY TAKING: 1950-1960 Continued





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BURGLARY: 1961 - 1970

































































































































































































































































































































































































































COMPOSITE DATA OF BAIL, BY CRIMES
1971-1978
THEFT BY TAKING














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































App sndix E Continued
-144-
RAPE Continued
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